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ABSTRACT, ,
 
Computers are becoming an integral part of children's
 
education. Many schools are often requiring a certain
 
amount of computer literacy at every grade level in
 
combination with state curricular standards. Many
 
resources offer insights into a variety of ways to
 
integrate computers and other technology within the core
 
curriculum, but little is available specifically for
 
computer literacy classrooms. The enthusiasm for computers
 
in education is realized by the needs of the students to
 
support their learning styles and to prepare them for a
 
technology-driven future.
 
Computer literacy teachers of seventh through ninth
 
grade students will be the target audience for this
 
•project. The product chosen for this project will be a web
 
page. The elements of the web site for this project
 
provide resources and ideas that can be integrated into
 
any compiuter literacy course. This resource is not a
 
complete curriculum within itself. Teachers everywhere can
 
use this web site and adapt what is necessary to serve
 
their own needs, which will help to assist in providing
 
computer literacy students the same enthusiasm, variety,
 
and learning that other curricular areas share.
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CHAPTER ONE
 
INTRODUCTION
 
Overview
 
In the early 1980s, computers began to enter schools.
 
Students originally learned simple programming and
 
computer design,from specific computer courses. Soon,
 
teachers In other curricula! areas were able to utilize
 
the benefits of new drill and practice software to enhance
 
basic skills, concepts, problem solving, memorization, and
 
simulations. Now, almost twenty years later, computers
 
have become an Important learning and teaching tool for
 
many schools. With new software better focused on,learning
 
objectives; Increased availability of the Internet; and
 
more powerful computers, technology has become an
 
Important element to assist In student learning and to
 
prepare students for a future more technologically driven
 
than any previous generations.
 
The United States government has noticed the
 
Importance of computers and other technology as an
 
educational tool by providing much needed funding so that
 
schools have equal access to technology. A U.S. Department
 
of Commerce report Falling Through the Net IT: New Data on
 
the Digital Divide, reported that although more Americans
 
now own computers, certain people are less likely to have
 
equal access to computers and the Internet:
 
Lack of such access affects the ability: of
 
children to improve their learning with
 
educational software, adults to learn valuable
 
technology skills, and families to benefit from
 
online connections to important health and civic
 
information. (U.S. Department of Education:
 
Office of Educational Technology,: 2001, para. 1)
 
President Bill Clinton released a follow-up study in
 
1999 informing the nation that the "digital divide" exists
 
and continues to grow where children, attend high poverty
 
schools. Funding by the government for schools to purchase
 
needed technology was greatly improved from these and
 
similar reports.
 
Similarly, California, as with many states, has taken
 
an active roll in supporting the technology needs of
 
schools For instance, the California Technology
 
Assistance Project (CTAP) has been created to support
 
schools and districts in integrating technology into
 
teaching and learning. CTAP provides assistance in the
 
following key component areas:
 
1. Staff development
 
2. Technical assistance
 
3. Informational and learning resources
 
4. Telecommunications infrastructure
 
5. Coordination and funding
 
(CTAP, 2001, What is CTAP section, para. 3)
 
Among the many valuable grant opportunities that have
 
been available to California schools is the Digital High
 
School Grant that is currently completing its final year
 
of the application process. Through this grant, qualifying
 
high schools throughout the state receive $300 per student
 
in attendance to purchase hardware, software,
 
telecommunications infrastructure needs, and teacher
 
training so that all high school students will be able to
 
have equal benefits of learning with technology. A
 
multitude of other grants have also been offered by
 
government and private organizations in order for every
 
grade level to receive funds to incorporate computers into
 
education.
 
Additional support for successful teaching strategies
 
using computer within the variety of curricular
 
disciplines are from conferences dedicated to technology
 
in education. Computer-Using Educators (CUE), National
 
Educational Computing Conference (NECC), and Classroom
 
Connect's Connected Conference are only some of the
 
professional learning opportunities for educators. These
 
conferences emphasize teaching strategies for integrating
 
computers and other technology into math, science.
 
history, and English and other areas of education for all
 
grade levels to assist students in meeting curricular
 
standards and objectives.
 
More and more learning opportunities are available
 
for teachers to have tools for integrating a variety of
 
ideas using computers. Newsgroups, listservs,
 
collaborative Internet tools, workshops, and professional
 
literature each provide an abundance of creative ideas and
 
support for using computers within the core areas of
 
learning. Resources for teachers to support computer ideas
 
in the classroom are key to successful implementation for
 
learning with computers and other technology.
 
Statement of Problems
 
At both the middle school and high school levels,
 
curricular resources for lesson planning specifically for
 
computer literacy classes have been limited. Since there
 
has been such a needed emphasis with integrating
 
technology within the core curriculum, students of
 
computer literacy courses have been deprived of the same
 
creativity and learning possibilities that other
 
curricular areas utilize to reach different learning
 
styles and to fill the need of learning objectives.
 
With an emphasis on providing resources for
 
integrating computers into the core curriculum;, classrooms
 
devoted solely to computer literacy have comparatively
 
less curricular resources available. Ultimately;, students
 
do not have equal opportunities to the creativity;,
 
enthusiasm;, and differentiated teaching strategies that
 
other di.sciplines have been providing.,
 
Thi.s project is a web page for computer teachers that
 
will address the needs of computer literacy students in
 
grades -seven through nine. This target audience seems most
 
appropri.ate because often times computer education is
 
offered as an elective or a requirement at these grade
 
levels.
 
Goals
 
The goal of this web page is to serve as a curricular,
 
resource . for, computer literacy teacherS;. which will
 
provide critical benefits for both teachers and students.
 
Though computers in education have been a priority for
 
many school districts for the last few decadeS;. it has not
 
been until the year. 2000 that the U.S. Department of
 
Education and the International Society for,Technology in
 
Education (ISTE) collaborated to publish a document titled
 
National Educational Technology Standards for Students:
 
Connecting Curriculum and Technology (200p),. This project
 
will incorporate the general areas published by ISTE; for
 
the technology foundation standards for students:
 
1. 	 Basic operations and concepts
 
2. 	 Social, ethical, and human issues
 
3. Technology productivity tools
 
4,. Technology communications tools
 
5. 	 Technology research tools
 
6. 	 Technology problem-solving and decision-making
 
tools (pp. 14-15)
 
In order to reach the breadth and depth of these
 
standards,, computer teachers need access to lesson ideas
 
specific for their needs. The goals of this project will
 
be to:
 
Create resources for computer literacy teachers
 
,to enhance their Curriculum.
 
Allow for equal, learning opportunities for
 
students.
 
Align learning with the ISTE standards.
 
Make computer curricular resources available for
 
all.
 
significance
 
There is a great need for curricular resources
 
designed for the computer literacy classroom. The web page
 
produced for this project will serve as a beginning. With
 
a variety of computer learning ideas, educators will have
 
an increased selection of teaching tools to reach
 
standards for computer literacy, teach to different .
 
learning styles, and provide creativity beyond the common
 
computer literacy textbooks of basic software
 
applications.
 
Currently, California has not adopted state standards
 
for teaching computer literacy. Nor does the state offer
 
or require a teaching credential in computer literacy
 
beyond the supplementary, authorization available that one
 
can add to a current credential in another discipline. The
 
web page for this project will attempt to fill in the gaps
 
where cc mputer teachers are not provided with enough
 
training and resources.
 
Limitations
 
Although the web page^ for this project will be easily
 
accessible and can be manipulated independently by the
 
user, many challenges to this process can possibly exist.
 
Some schools, for example, have not had the funding
 
opportunities previously mentioned and therefore cannot
 
implement some of the lesson ideas the web page will
 
offer. However, there will: be resources even for ;
 
classrooms with limited technology.
 
Another problem that can impose a challenge is a
 
district's adopted curriculum. Palm Springs Unified School
 
District currently utilizes a ninth grade computer
 
literacy course outline from 1985. Since the time skills
 
and concepts were originally written into the outline, the
 
ability of computers today has changed dramatically. The
 
Apple lie computers mentioned in the course,,for instance,
 
have long been replaced by more powerful multimedia
 
technology. It Is hoped that teachers in this type of
 
situation will still be able to utilize computer learning
 
strategies regardless of an outdated course outline.
 
One limitation of this project can also include the
 
current situation for California where there is a high
 
demand for credentialed teachers in general. In an effort
 
to fill empty teaching positions, it is possible that
 
computer labs might be temporarily filled with unqualified
 
educators in the area of computer literacy. This poses a
 
desperate problem for both the teachers and students, but
 
it is hoped that teachers in this difficult situation can
 
benefit from this project as well.
 
In providing a web site that is based on curricular
 
needs of teachers, and standards of learning for students,
 
the following chapter is a review of related literature
 
that will assist in achieving these goals.
 
, Definition of Terms
 
The following terms are based on definitions from the
 
Microsoft Encarta Encyclopedia CD-ROM (1998):
 
Application: a computer program designed to help people
 
perform a certain type of work.
 
Computer Literacy: knowledge and an understanding of
 
computer combined with the ability to use them
 
effectively.
 
Listserv: a type of"software that automatically manages
 
computer mailing lists on the Internet. These lists
 
focus on specific topics and membership is usually
 
open to anyone who requests it.
 
Newsgroup: in computer communications, a topic-specific
 
forum- where people can post questions,, news, and
 
comments, or read and respond to such, postings -left
 
,by other users on the Internet and other networks.
 
Software: computer programs; instructions that cause the
 
hardware—machines—to do work.
 
 staff Development: training workshops that provide
 
curricular ideas and, to support student learning,
 
Telecommunications: devices and systems that transmit
 
el' ctronic signals across long distances.
 
Web Sit : file of information located on a server
 
connected to the World Wide Web.
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 CHAPTER TWO
 
REVIEW OF THE LITERATURE
 
Introduction
 
Computers have been found to have an essential role
 
in preparing students for their future, and assisting in
 
the learning process. Teachers are most effective at
 
utilizing computers within a curriculum when training,
 
preparation, and support have been specifically designed
 
for that purpose. Though teachers of computer- literacy are
 
often li.terate in computer concepts and skills themselves,
 
they too must have training and resources available to
 
better reach the needs of students. This section will
 
review £. variety of literature and web sites that support
 
the need for curricular ideas directed toward the computer
 
literacy classroom. In addition, lesson ideas will be
 
reviewed that correlate with the technology content
 
standards of learning.
 
. Computers, in Education
 
It. is agreed upon by many researchers, and scholars
 
that computers have an important role in preparing
 
, students of today for a future different from what
 
previou generations planned for in the past. The power
 
and ability of technology are continually increasing
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exponentially, demanding society to be more
 
technologically literate than ever before. According to
 
Gordon Moore,in 1965, co-founder of Intel, "the number of
 
transistors per integrated circuit would double every 18
 
months" (Intel, 2001, What is Moore's Law section, para.
 
1) with a proportionate decrease in cost. He forecasted
 
that thi.s trend would continue through 1975. This trend
 
still exists today with computers and other technology
 
continually improving at a fast pace.
 
With this continual acceleration of change defined in
 
Moore's Law, computers are increasing their computing
 
speed, holding more data, and allowing users to complete a
 
larger variety of tasks. This cycle of change requires
 
continual learning by users to keep up with the pace of
 
technology.
 
Children have already assimilated to these hi-tech
 
transformations through daily use of the television,
 
computer games, email, beepers, cell phones and many other
 
types of technology that have woven themselves into
 
everyday lifestyles. The International Society of .
 
Technology in Education has published a resource guide for
 
teachers with ideas for integrating computers and other
 
technologies into the curriculum based on new content
 
standards for technology. The report states, "Tools are
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different; kids are different; all children must be ready
 
for a different, world^' (ISTE^ 2000^ p. 3). Therefore;, both
 
educators and education need to be- able to incorporate
 
technology into learning in order to . reach this new
 
generati.on of learners.
 
The growth and complexity of technology brings forth
 
change upon children and their learning. ISTE''s resource
 
guide for teachers titled National Educational Technology
 
Standards, for Students: Connecting Curriculum and
 
Technology provides much needed lesson ideas and research
 
for teachers of grades Pre-K through 12. Activities, are
 
available for the following core curricular areas:
 
English Language Arts
 
Foreign Language
 
Mathematics
 
Science
 
Social Studies
 
(ISTE, 2000, pp. VII - IX)
 
According to the ISTE document, computers are vital
 
tools in the education of students in today's society:'
 
The challenge facing America's schools is the
 
empowerment of all children to function
 
effectively in their future, a future marked
 
increasingly with change, information growth,
 
and evolving technologies. Technology is a
 
powerful tool with enormous potential for paving
 
high-speed highways from outdated educational,
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systems to systems capable of providing learning
 
opportunities for all, to better serve the needs
 
of 21®^ century work, communications, learning,
 
and life. (p. XI)
 
It is evident that students need computers as part of
 
their education to help them achieve^in a world of change.
 
This is further proved from Don Tapscott's (1998) research
 
he shares in his hook Growing Up Digital: The Rise of the
 
Net Generation. Tapscott comments, "What we know for .
 
certain is that children without access to the new media
 
will be developmentally disadvantaged" (p. 7). Therefore,
 
educati n must allow equal access to computers for all
 
children in order to meet the demands of society.
 
ChjIdren today relate well to learning with
 
compute :s. Tapscott's research additionally points out the
 
following:
 
Computers in the school can have a positive
 
impact on learning and thereby intellectual
 
development. Computers are more effective
 
teaching.devices because processing computer
 
operations mirrors the operations of the human
 
cognitive system as information travels from
 
sensory memory to short-term memory to long-term
 
memory. (p. 100)
 
The use of computers and other, technology in
 
educati n help to prepare students for learning and for a
 
future where technology plays an integral role. Equally
 
important is that children today are affected by the
 
continua1, fast-paced changes of computers and othet:.
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I technology. ■Children learn differently than previous 
generations with the new tools of technology and teachers 
I need to be prepared. 
Tapscott^ however^ warns the educational system and 
parents He raises concerns that where there.are 
; 	 differences in availability to computers, technology 
fluency and opportunities to learn, this "...may lead, to a 
two-tie ed world of knowers and know-nots, doers and 
do-nots ' (p. 256) . Tapscott's research shows that all 
'	 students, need equal access to computers so as not to 
segregate children from equal opportunities due to a lack 
' of technology skills. This is reiterated,in Susan 
I Abdulezer's (2001) article about Lou August, the founder 
; and dir ctor of the Wilderness Technology Alliance.. Mr. 
August built a lodge on Mount Rainier, Washington in 1989 
, where today students combine wilderness skills with 
: computer skills (i.e. building a computer, web design, 
i	 . 
{ etc. ) - in order for students to combine real world values 
i ■
1	 with technology. From August's many years of working with 
]	 schools districts, he finds "wealthier districts' access 
to personal computers gave their students an enormous 
advantage in the workplace" (p. 20) . One of August's goals 
is to bridge this digital divide among socio-economic 
classes. 
15 
The United States government has also raised this
 
warning A report by the U.S. Department of Commerce in
 
1998 titled Falling through the Net II: New Data on the
 
Digital Divide provides evidence that children and their
 
families from poor households and schools are effected
 
negatively from not having a computer or online access
 
This groundbreaking report states that "Lack of such
 
access affects the ability of children to improve their
 
learning with educational software, adults to learn
 
valuable technology skills, and families to benefit from
 
online connections to important health and civic
 
information" (U.S. Department of Education: Office of
 
Educational Technology, 2001, para. 1),. With this
 
evidence, PresidentClinton released follow-up studies
 
supporting that the digital divide continues to grow
 
today. Computers and other technology have become vital
 
tools in society where children do not always have equal
 
advantage. Fortunately, federal and local.government
 
agencies along with private corporations have been
 
offering many grant opportunities to level the
 
inequalities of technology in our schools over the past
 
decade. Some of the many financial resources that have
 
helped schools purchase needed hardware, software, and.
 
teacher training include the Digital High School Grant .
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that gives $300 per student enrollment for qualifying
 
schools. The Universal Service Fund for Schools and
 
Libraries, popularly known as the "E-rate," Is another
 
major grant that provides all public and private schools
 
and libraries access to affordable telecommunications and
 
advanced technologies, where eligibility Is partly based
 
on the number of students participating In the National
 
Free Lunch Program (California Department of Education:
 
Educational Technology Office, 2001, Funding Opportunities
 
section, para. 1). Funding alone has shown to not be
 
enough. Preparing teachers In ways to effectively use
 
computers, and other technology In the classrooms Is
 
equally Important.
 
Computers In the Curriculum
 
To meet the needs of today's generation of learners
 
in a world of technology, there has been an Immediate
 
drive to weave computers Into the core curriculum (1.e,
 
math, history, science, and English). The current push Is
 
'Integration" where computers are utilized within the core
 
curriculum to enhance education and learning (ISTE, 2000).
 
The emphasis becomes the curriculum rather than computer
 
skills, where skills are believed to be learned through
 
experience. Jolene Dockstader (1999) In her article
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'Teachers of the 21^^ Century Know the.What^ Why^ and How
 
of Technology Integration^' states that integration is not
 
'providing application software like electronic
 
encyclopedias^ spreadsheets^ databases^ etc..without a
 
purpose" (p. 73). Dockstader lists reasons why technology
 
integration should be incorporated into the core
 
curriculum:
 
1. 	 Correctly designed^ more depth into the
 
content-area curriculum is possible.
 
2. 	 In the information age^ there is an intrinsic
 
need to learn technology.
 
3. 	 Students are motivated by technology/ thus
 
increasing academic engagement time.
 
While working in more depth with the content/
 
students are able to move beyond knowledge and
 
comprehension to application and analysis of
 
information.. .
 
Students learn where to find information in an
 
information rich world.
 
6.	 Computer skills should not be taught in
 
isolation.
 
Students, develop computer literacy by applying
 
various computer skills,as part of the learning
 
process, (pp. 73 - 74)
 
 According to Dockstader^ learning with computers can
 
be achieved only if used effectively^ which ,is where
 
computer training for teachers becomes crucial.
 
Teacher. Training and Resources
 
In order to support these more recent needs of
 
teacher f a variety of training and resources are offered
 
by both private and public entities. In. many schools^
 
teacher are learning at their own level and pace through
 
online courses such as those offered through Classroom
 
Connect s Connected University (www.classroom.com)y where
 
teacher learn independently on the Internet. Connected
 
Univers:ty offers classes online from simple personal
 
compute use to creative ways for integrating computers
 
into a curriculum. Also offered is training at individual
 
school ites to assist in helping teachers fully utilize
 
the bemefits of Connective University. There are many
 
similar individualized online learning accessible as well
 
for all teachers that offer ideas for integrating
 
compute :s into classrooms.
 
Additionally^ California has created a statewide
 
educati nal technology leadership initiative called the
 
California Technology Assistance Project (CTAP). This
 
program provides support to districts^ schools, and .
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teachers in a variety of ways for the ultimate goal being
 
integration of technology into teaching and learning. Each
 
county in California has a local CTAP support team that is
 
available to provide technology assistance based on the
 
following five key component areas:
 
1. Staff Development
 
2. Technical Assistance
 
3. Information and Learning Resources
 
4. Telecommunications Infrastructure
 
5. Coordination and funding
 
(CTAP, 2001, What is CTAP section, para. 3)
 
CTAP works collaboratively with school districts
 
and individual school sites to support the
 
effective use of technology In education.
 
An example of CTAP's support is evident from the
 
writing of Desert Hot Springs High School's
 
Digital High School Grant application. CTAP
 
worked collaboratively with the school's writing
 
team, which the author of this project was a
 
member, and Palm Springs Unified School
 
District's director of technology to edit each
 
draft before sending the grant to the state
 
level. This assistance made it possible for the
 
grant to be written in a timely manner and to
 
keep the needs focused on student learning. The
 
grant was accepted at the state level from the
 
high school's first submission. CTAP also offers
 
a variety of classes for personal computer
 
proficiency, software training, and computer
 
integration. Thus, the State of California is
 
actively working toward supporting schools
 
through CTAP and other programs to meet the
 
needs of students where technology has become an
 
necessary aspect of learning and living.
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Another type of a powerful curricular resource
 
available for computer integration are web
 
sites. The Internet is an ever-growing research
 
and communication,tool where anyone can find
 
information on just about, any topic. In 2001;. .
 
98% of schools are connected to the Internet and
 
the ratio of computer to students is currently
 
l-to-8 and is projected to soon be l-to-6
 
(Levinson & Grohe^ ,2001). With a respectable
 
availability of computers and the Internet, in
 
most schools^ teachers are searching for
 
effective uses of the Internet to support their
 
curriculum. Michael Sullivan (1999) states in
 
his article titled ^'Internet Can Reform
 
Education with P.ersonaiized Content and
 
Assessment, NOT FRILLS:'^
 
If the Web is t,o achieve a meaningful place in
 
education, it must find a role•in which it
 
becomes indispensable. And that roie- aimost
 
certainly must be to provide content, learning
 
activities and assessment, for these are the
 
meat and potatoes of education, (p. 45)
 
Thus, teachers are devouring themany resources
 
available on the Internet to assist them in creating
 
creative and effective curricular ideas for utilizing
 
computers within their lessons.
 
Some popular web sites where curricular ideas
 
focusing on integrating technology for learning include:
 
Kathy Schrock's Guide for Educators
 
(http://discoveryschool.com/schrockguide)
 
S.C.O.R.E. (www.score.kl2,ca.us)
 
Scholastic Network (www.schoiastionetwork.com)
 
BLUE WEB^ N (www.kn.paobeli.com/wired/biuewebn)
 
Discovery (www.discoveryschool.com)
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Classroom Connect (www.classroom.com)
 
These web sites provide resources for standards^
 
lesson i.deas, tools^ current issues/ and other helpful
 
support for core curricular teachers.
 
These are just a few of the many thousands of
 
resources available. Because most web sites..and classes
 
accessible for educators focus on the core curriculum,'
 
computer literacy teachers do not have the same creativity
 
and resources to prepare students with technology skills.
 
Need for Computer Literacy
 
Classes
 
It is evident that there,is a big push to have :
 
computers integrated throughout PreK-i2 education. Often,
 
times the perfect scenario is when core teachers focus.on
 
the curriculum and not computer skills and yet are able to
 
weave both seamlessly together; however^ this is not
 
always the case. Many middle and high schools require a
 
course in computer literacy for all. students. Computer
 
literacy is the ''basic understanding of what a computer
 
is^ what it does,, and why computers are important to our
 
society'' (Parsons & Oja^ 1999, p. H-2). This type of
 
course not only prepares students for a technology based
 
future, but also allows for ..students to be better prepared
 
in their other course work where computers and other
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technology are utilized. This is why computer literacy is
 
often a graduation requirement for many high school
 
student
 
With a lack of resources and yet a Computer Literacy
 
requirenlent for many students^ with what source do
 
compute teachers align their.lesson plans?
 
Standards
 
Though many schools require classes in computer
 
literacy, the State of California does not propose a
 
curriculum framework specifically for computer literacy.
 
The state offers frameworks to the following curricular
 
areas:
 
Reading/Language Arts
 
Mathematics
 
Science
 
History/Social Science
 
Visual and Performing Arts
 
Foreign Language
 
Health,
 
The California Department of Education provides
 
framewo ks to give teachers a ""blueprint for implementing
 
the centent standards'^ ,(CDE, 2001, Curricular Frameworks
 
section. para. 1). Teachers of computer literacy do not
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have this "blueprint" and therefore each teacher must
 
independently create his or.her own path for teaching
 
computer skills and concepts according to an individual
 
school district's guidelines. An additional problem for
 
computer literacy teachers is the lack of state curricular
 
standards in this discipline. In the year 2000, the
 
International Society for Technology in Education (ISTE)
 
published the National Educational Technology Standards
 
(NETS) for students as a resource for educators. The
 
previous year, Lajeane G. Thomas and Donald G. Knezek
 
(1999) point out in their article "National Educational
 
Technology Standards" (p. 27) that the roll of NETS will
 
be to provide:
 
standards that describe the technology skills
 
that should be inter-woven in the curricular
 
fabric of our schools; when such skills should
 
be taught; and how the power of technology can
 
help our children become successful learners,
 
information users, communicators, and workers,
 
(p. 27)
 
The following year, ISTE's publication does just
 
that. The 373 page document addresses topics in connecting
 
curriculum and technology, foundation standards, and
 
curriculum integration ideas for the core curriculum.
 
The purpose of NETS is to create technology-literate
 
students and to assist teachers in the core curriculum for
 
planning technology-based activities. Each standard has
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sub categories to define more clearly each broad standard.
 
The broad standards are:
 
1. 	 Basic operations and concepts
 
2. 	 Social, ethical, and human issues
 
3. 	 Technology productivity tools
 
Technology Communications tools
 
5. 	 Technology research tools
 
6. 	 Technology problem-solving and decision-making
 
tools (ISTE, 2000, pp. 14 - 15)
 
Sinee California has not yet adopted state standards,
 
many s;chool districts are implementing NETS as their
 
guideli es for both the core curriculum and computer
 
literacy courses
 
Computer Literacy Curriculum
 
Computer teachers who are searching for resources to
 
assist in their classrooms will find little available from
 
books, krticles, and the Internet comparatively to' what is
 
available for the core curriculum. With the absence of
 
both California adopted curricular standards and a state
 
framework for computer literacy, computer teachers
 
continue striving to move forward with their lesson
 
planning regardless of the lack of resources at both the
 
middle and high school levels
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 Gagne^ Briggs^& Wager (1988) find from their studies
 
that instructional design should .incorporate both concepts
 
and skills into learning strategies. There are many
 
variations as to which skills and concepts are taught in.
 
computer literacy classes at the secondary level; however;,
 
this project ,will focus on the overlapping areas of
 
learning that most computer students are exposed to.
 
Secondary schools offer computer education in a .
 
variety of ways. Many general skills and concepts are
 
being taught in a few basic classes,, or single classes
 
focus, o1 a few particular skills and concepts..For
 
example, at Torrey Pines High School in Encinitas,
 
California, students in a Keyboarding class learn basic
 
computer operations, keyboarding skills, and beginning
 
word-processing (Torrey Pines High School, 2001). The
 
school also has available more specialized computer
 
electives including Computer .Programming, AP Computer
 
Science, and Web Page Design. , . , ,
 
Similarly at Petaluma High School .in Petaluma,
 
California, basic word-processing, presentations, data
 
base management, spreadsheets., and graphics are part of
 
their Computer,Applications . curriculum.. Students can also.
 
choose classes specifically in the areas of desktop,
 
publishing, web page design, and keyboarding (Petaluma
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High School, 2001). Additionally, Bella Vista High School
 
in Fair Oaks, California has computer classes that cover
 
these same skills with the addition of research
 
techniques, Internet skills, and industrial technology
 
careers. (Bella Vista High School, 2001).
 
Though high schools may title their computer classes
 
differently, it seems that California schools are teaching
 
similar computer topics.
 
Summary
 
As echoed throughout this chapter, computer skills
 
should be taught with a purpose. As Dockstader states,
 
"Computer skills should not be taught in isolation" (p.
 
73). One of the goals of this project is to provide a web
 
site of lesson ideas where students use computers with a
 
real life experiences, a meaningful purpose, and in a way
 
to reach a variety of learners as would be expected of any
 
curriculum.
 
It has been proven that there are many resources
 
supporting curricular ideas for utilizing computers in the
 
core curriculum and that little is available for the
 
computer literacy teacher. As shown previously in this
 
chapter, the Internet is a rich resources for many subject
 
matters, but little is available specifically for computer
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classes. This project, will be, a web site that will
 
incorporate both skills and concepts based on the ISTE
 
National Educational Technology Standards^ sound research^
 
and creativity to support the computer learning needs of
 
students. The following chapter will give ,detailed
 
descriptions of each section of the,web site.
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CHAPTER THREE
 
DESIGN AND DEVELOPMENT
 
Introduction
 
An important consideration when creating a web site
 
of computer literacy resources for teachers is the breadth
 
and depth of content. The web pages for this project
 
include curricular resources based on cornmon topics often
 
taught in basic computer classes. Much attention has been
 
given to the learning needs of students where activities
 
incorporate both interest and variety. Curricular units
 
are detailed within this section along with individual web
 
pages, handouts, and links all referenced within the
 
appendices (Web pages displayed within the Appendices have
 
been scaled to 85% of their original size to meet the
 
margin requirements for the purpose of that section).
 
Additionally, the future plan for this web site is to be
 
posted as a link from the Palm Springs Unified School
 
District's main web page: http://www.psusd.kl2.ca.us.
 
Design
 
The web site's design is based on three general
 
sections: main pages (see Appendix A), lesson pages (see
 
Appendix B), and handouts extending from the lesson pages
 
^see Appendix C). An important goal for the design of this
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 web site is for teachers to easily navigate throughout and
 
to utilize sections independently. In order to achieve
 
this^ a template has been, created using Macromedia
 
Dreamweaver that .includes a navigation bar with links to
 
each curricular unit. This bar is available for each page
 
so that teachers can simply click to any topic within the
 
site at anytime, i
 
In addition to the ease of navigation^ simplicity is
 
includec. as an element of design. The layout of each main
 
page is similar. For exampley the web sites title is
 
located at the top^ the navigation bar is at the left^ and
 
a curricular unit'ls title is at the top center followed by
 
content. Also included is a small graphic related to the
 
content at the right side of each main page and lesson
 
page. All graphics are from Microsoftis Clip Design
 
Gallery from the Internet used with permission (see
 
Appendix D). ; ,
 
Uniformity i^ similarly applied to each lesson page.
 
Lesson pages link ifrom corresponding curricular pages.. As
 
does the main page;s^ lesson pages consist of the same site
 
I ' ■ ■ ■ 
title and navigation bar. To assist visitors^ each lesson
 
page is referenced with the same curricular title that the
 
pages 11ak from so as not to confuse teachers of their
 
position within the web site. Immediately beneath the "
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curricular title follows the name of the individual lesson
 
with activities,
 
Th most important addition to the lesson pages, are
 
the NETS Standards, time frame for the activities,
 
objectiVes, and materials all located at the right side of.
 
the page. These items are logistically placed toward the
 
side and highlighted in a different color from the lesson
 
in orde to stand out as critical references but as not to
 
overshadow the activities themselves.
 
Links within the lesson pages are the last element
 
within the web site. Some activities require additional
 
resources such as handouts or additional information on
 
the Int met. Handouts support the activities or are
 
example for teachers. Handouts are links that are
 
downlo)adable in Microsoft Word or Microsoft Excel formats
 
that- can be changed and saved by.visitors if desired,
 
Links to Internet resources are also important
 
components. Some lessons require supplementary information
 
where a detail might not be common knowledge by some
 
teacher . Moreover, other Internet links offer references
 
to additional resources beyond the scope of the web site
 
but in correlation with the curricular units,
 
As the basic design of the web site for this project
 
has been established, curricular content is the next
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crucial element. The next section of this chapter,. .
 
describes each main page with correspondin,g links and
 
handouts
 
, Home Page .
 
The purpose of this page is to be a starting point
 
where visitors can grasp the goals of the overall web site
 
and become familiar with the content that they,have ,
 
available. This page includes a link to the National
 
Educational Technology Standards for Students (NETS) on
 
the Internet so that teachers can see that each lesson
 
incorporates technology standards for student learning.
 
Bold, sections on this, web page highlight important
 
benefits of the web site so that visitors realize lessons
 
can be used within , their current curriculum. These
 
sections also point out that a variety of learning styles
 
and creative lesson• planning have been included..
 
Computer Ethics
 
Computer ethics is the first curricular unit
 
following the home page. Though the web site is not a
 
course within itself and does not need to be navigated in
 
any particular brder^ this is an important topic that is
 
hoped would be included in any computer literacy
 
curriculum. Therefore^ visitors are more likely to view
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these lesson ideas if the unit is located toward the top
 
of the navigation bar. , ,
 
Th:.s page provides links to three lessons:
 
Appropriate Use Policy^ SituationSr and Articles. The
 
Appropriate Use Policy (AUP) activities help students to
 
define their responsibilities when using computers, and
 
other technologies. The lesson brings the. school,or .
 
district's own AUP to the forefront where small groups
 
each have a section of. the AUP to read and then share back,
 
with, the rest of the class in a traditional class jigsaw
 
puzzle methodology.
 
Sicuations are another lesson where groups of
 
students resolve ethical issues for computer use. Each
 
situation illustrates someone participating in a reai-iife
 
activity where he or she must make an,important decision
 
related to computer ethics (i.e. creating a viruS;. copying
 
software,without permission). A handout is available for.
 
teachers.to draw 'upon as a starting point for class
 
conversations within groups, and soon Rafter for discussing
 
group conclusions as a class,.
 
Additionaiiy^ Articles are . an activity that can be
 
utilized as an in class or homework . assignment. This is a.
 
traditional cur,rent event lesson where students find
 
current news related.to computer ethics. This activity
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also has a handout for students that provides spaces for
 
summarrzing their ' article and ,for posing an opinion of
 
what'they read.
 
Keyboarding
 
Keyboarding is often a '^boring'' unit for teenagers
 
Activiti.es in this section help bring the process of
 
memorizing keys to life. For example^ three lessons link
 
from the main page for this unit., Coloring is an activity
 
without the use of computers where students color in a
 
keyboard before they have been taught'ail of the keys
 
This lesson necessitates a medium for students to predict
 
finger placement on the keyboard and to find a pattern in
 
correlation with what they have previously learned. A
 
handout is included with this activity where students
 
begin by coloring each key of the home row a different
 
color fiom one another. Then, students color in ail other
 
keys the same color, in relationship with the fingers
 
piacemer.ts shared from the home row. In the end, students
 
will completely color in all keys on the keyboard
 
iliustra.ting a pattern of proper finger placements.
 
A Practice lesson is also provided where students and
 
the teacher interact without the usual . keyboarding book.
 
Teachers read from a list of keys he or she creates and
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challenges the class to see who is fastest and most
 
accurate. This is accomplished by having students raise
 
one hand before the teacher reads the order of keys
 
dictated. As the teacher reads from the list of keys, a
 
student lowers his or her hand once noticing the first
 
mistake. Students can visually compare their skills with
 
the rest of the class in a fun activity.
 
Lastly, Key Review is a simple and quick lesson where
 
students early on in a keyboarding unit create words with
 
the few keys they have already learned. This is also a ,
 
technique for building spelling into the curriculum.
 
Word Processing
 
This curricular unit includes two lessons. Both of
 
these lessons are quite lengthy, so a third lesson is not
 
provided as does other units within this web site. The
 
first activity is an Autobiography. Students often enjoy
 
writing about themselves, so this lesson allows students
 
to provide their own content along with displaying their
 
word processing skills. An important aspect of this
 
assignment is the introductory paragraph to their essay.
 
To illustrate this, an example sheet of introductions is
 
provided for teachers to share,with students. The class
 
can use these examples for discussion by deciding which
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examples are effective introductions and which are not..
 
Notes in italics supply brief instructions to the.teacher
 
explaining why each paragraph is or is not an appropriate
 
introduction to this autobiography assignment.
 
Teachers can also download the autobiography handout
 
that serves as a structure for students to complete their
 
essay. The assignment calls for students to respond to
 
questions about themselves and to include specific
 
elements within the structure^ combining both content and
 
word processing skills
 
An additional lesson is the Letter to Principal. This
 
lesson not only allows for another type word processing
 
structure,;- it also involves, the. school^ s principal.
 
Students are to write a formal letter to his or her
 
princrpai^ complaining about the school but also providing
 
a solution. Students can choose, instead, to share nice
 
thoughts about school as well. A formal letter style is
 
downloadable from this lesson page. Once students have
 
completed and edited their work, letters are then sent to
 
the principal for him or, her to eventually respond in
 
writing or in person.
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Desktop Publishing
 
The activities for desktop publishing require
 
students to utilize a variety of publishing tools within
 
word processing and other software. One of the challenges
 
present€;d is Comic Strips. In this lesson, students are
 
required to utilize high-level publishing tools available
 
from simple word processing software such as inserting
 
callouts, formatting shapes, and exporting between
 
software applications. Drawing and editing graphics in a
 
paint program also tests students' skills.
 
Within this comic strip activity, students create six
 
cells with different shapes using the drawing toolbar, for
 
example, if using Microsoft Word. Students then add text
 
using callouts and graphics that communicate together for
 
an ultiir.ate moral or lesson to be learned by the end. This
 
activity is an opportunity for students to design and
 
create from scratch.
 
Another desktop publishing lesson visitors can choose
 
from is Greeting Cards. Rather than beginning with nothing
 
as the comic strips demand, this activity is designed for
 
students to utilize templates. Software such as Microsoft
 
Publisher or Print Master Gold is suggested that assists
 
students in the creation of holiday or special occasion
 
greeting cards where they learn how to.manipulate
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templates. An optional activity suggested is where the
 
class defines their own holiday such as a "National
 
Computer Ethics Day" wherein the class can incorporate
 
desktop publishing with a lesson in computer ethics. The
 
purpose for this addition is to show teachers that the
 
lesson plans throughout the web site do not need to be
 
taught in isolation. Activities can be changed or woven
 
together as needed.
 
The Party Invitation lesson is similar to the comic
 
strip activity above in that students create without a
 
template. The purpose is for learners to utilize a variety
 
of desktop publishing tools within word processing
 
software. This also gives students a medium for planning
 
and designing. Students design a invitation to a party
 
using any theme of their choice. They must include a title
 
or name for their party, a place, date, time and a map.
 
The map, however, must be drawn using only the tools
 
available within the word processing software in order to
 
improve upon students' skills.
 
This activity includes an option where the class can
 
participate in a small party where invitations are
 
displayed. This serves as a physical and authentic
 
activity to extend the styles of learning.
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Inside a Computer
 
Often times an introduction to how a computer
 
basically works and thinks is part of an.introductory .
 
class in computer literacy. Depending on the level of
 
learners, this topic can span a wide variety of topics.
 
For this curricular unit, two activities provide, higher
 
levels of thinking that can be used by both beginning and
 
intermediate learners.
 
An activity for comparing a computer to human memory
 
is through Memory Analogies. This lesson allows students
 
to associate computers not only to humans but also to
 
other objects unlike a computer that have some
 
similarities. For example, RAM, ROM, and a computer's hard
 
drive are compared by the teacher to buying milk,(RAM),
 
remembering someone's own birth date (ROM), and
 
remembering items stored in a garage (hard drive).
 
Students then develop their own analogies for each type of
 
computer memory. The final product for this lesson is a
 
poster created on paper or on the computer that
 
illustrates a comparison between one type of computer
 
memory with one object, describing how the two are
 
similar. A handout is linked to this lesson page for
 
teachers to have an example of the final poster.
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Buying a Computer is another lesson for learning
 
about the inside of a computer but with a more real-life
 
approach. This lesson assumes students have previous
 
knowledge already established with definitions for RAM and
 
a computer's hard drive. There is a link to the previous
 
activity if this is not the situation. It is necessary
 
that teachers are familiar with a basic history of the CPU
 
and Moore's Law. Thus, a link to the. Internet is available
 
to familiarize themselves with both of these topics.
 
In this activity, the teacher defines important
 
elements in computer advertisements: RAM, MHz, CPU, hard
 
drive, and average prices. Then, using a variety of actual
 
advertisements, students identify these elements along
 
with enticing marketing methods by completing a handout
 
that links to the lesson page. After a class discussion of
 
everyone's findings, students construct their own
 
advertisements using the computer where they include an
 
original, brand name but use real elements for the
 
structure of a computer as learned from the previous
 
findings from actual advertisements.
 
An optional activity is provided where teachers can
 
have students compare students' work with real
 
advertisement from newspapers and magazines, writing a
 
detailed comparison. Details compare both the structure of
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a computer and any advertising tricks used.to entice
 
buyers.
 
Internet
 
Two lessons with, a possible third activity provide
 
opportunities for students to become familiar with the
 
Internet. A Treasure Hunt is an activity where students
 
already have familiarity with basic search techniques. The
 
hunt is. an extended activity where learners practice their
 
Internet : research skills by having to answer specific
 
everyday questions from a handout. For example^, one
 
question reads ^ ""List, each year the Miami Dolphins
 
football team played in the NFL Super Bowl,'' Students then
 
need to find that information on the Internet and list the
 
URL, There are ten different questions' that represent
 
different topics/ so students must search a variety of web
 
sites.
 
A Web Page Rubric is another Internet lesson but this
 
activity is based; on critical thinking skills. Teachers
 
display two web. sites for students that are linked to the
 
lesson page. One site represents a person's personal web
 
site and the other-is professional. There is a class
 
discussion about the reliability of information and,the
 
overall qualify of the aesthetics, Student then search
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five to ten additional web sites in small groups where
 
they finally create a rubric defining categories and
 
descriptions of degrees for poor to excellent quality web
 
sites. An example rubric is available for teachers.
 
An option to this assignment is to have students
 
participate in the On The Cutting Edge Webquest where
 
students will complete a similar activity but through an
 
interesting interactive adventure. An Internet link
 
directs teachers to the webquest.
 
Spreadsheets
 
Some students find spreadsheets intimidating. The
 
activities for this curricular unit give students
 
opportunities to learn spreadsheet tools in fun and
 
creative ways. The first lesson is Car Costs. Class begins
 
with a discussion where everyone shares details about his
 
or her "dream" car. In pairs, students brainstorm all
 
costs related to buying and maintaining their car and
 
share results as a class. The teacher gives an
 
introduction into basic spreadsheet tools, and then
 
students individually plan their car costs on paper first,
 
where costs are determined from newspapers, magazines, and
 
the Internet. Next, students list and calculate their
 
information onto a spreadsheet. Once all numbers are
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calculated according to instructions from the lesson,
 
students creatively style and format their work before
 
printing.
 
A longer more inclusive project for learning
 
spreadsheet skills is through the Stock Portfolio
 
activity. This project requires a small piece of several
 
class sessions over a one-month period. Toward the end of
 
the project, more time will be necessary.. The class will
 
visit web sites for learning the basics about stocks and
 
the stock market. An Internet link allows teachers to
 
utilize a popular web site as a starting point,
 
Incividual students will choose three to five
 
different types of stocks as to diversifying their
 
investments and will keep track of price fluctuations and
 
current news related to their stocks each day throughout
 
the month while.collecting data within a spreadsheet, and a
 
word processing document. An example spreadsheet layout is
 
available for teachers. At the end of the month, data will
 
be calculated, design, will be considered, and information-

will be printed along with charts and notes that are
 
exported and described in a word processing,document., The
 
entire activity will be bound into .a portfolio-like
 
presentation,
 
One of the purposes beyond the objectives of this
 
project is to give teachers a real-life experience to. ,
 
utilize with their classes that requires students to
 
combines skills within different software applications.
 
This lesson gives students the opportunity to display a
 
multitude of computer skills.
 
Concept Builders
 
This page is somewhat different from other main
 
pages. Similarly there are brief descriptions of
 
activities with links to lesson pages; however, the focus
 
for this page is concepts instead of computer skills.
 
Computer-related vocabulary terms and current events are
 
the subject matter for these lessons. Another difference
 
within this web page is the links to the lesson pages.
 
There are four activities that link to one lesson.page.
 
This is because the lessons are short curricular support
 
activities that can be woven within any unit. They are not
 
complete lessons within themselves. A classic game of
 
Bingo is an activity where students brainstorm
 
computer-related terms learned in the class and then
 
create bingo cards based on their findings. The teacher
 
generates question cards, from this same list and reads
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questions where students mark off correct answers as
 
usually done In a bingo game,
 
Another vocabulary builder .,1s, through.a Wordsearch
 
activity where, students create their own wc>rdsearches.
 
This activity provides a purpose for students to,utilize
 
tables within word processing software and as a review. A
 
15x15 ta.ble Inserted , onto a new document begins the
 
process produced by students. Using a list of twenty
 
computer-related terms bralnstormed by Individuals
 
students then enter each letter Into cells that recreate
 
their words forwards/ backwards, and diagonally. They then
 
add random letters to fill In any extra, spaces and type
 
their original list of terms at the top or bottom of the
 
page. A completed wordsearch Includes desktop publishing
 
design tools that add Interest and reflect, the overall
 
purpose of the wordsearch. The best project Is copied for
 
the who!e class to complete as a graded assignment.
 
The Millionaire activity Is provided as a whole class
 
concept builder for reviewing vocabulary and other
 
concept learned throughout the computer literacy course,
 
This grcup-learnlng environment Is, based on the television
 
show Whc Wants to be a Millionaire Game, The lesson page
 
has a 11nk to the www.technet.com web site where teachers
 
can dowrl.oad a free copy of the Power Point presentation.
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The game has already been created for teachers to use as a
 
template where they add their own questions and answers,
 
Using a visual device/.the presentation is displayed for "
 
student to answer a variety of questions ranging from
 
easy to difficult and adding an element of fun.
 
The last concept building activity is News Articles.
 
This idea is simply a way for teachers to keep students
 
current on computers and other technology issues within
 
the., news media. Technology continually changes and
 
compute books are stable^ so in this lesson^ teachers
 
find CU2:rrent articles from newspapers or magazines
 
relevant: to the study of computer literacy in order to
 
resolve this problem. , From the article the teacher finds^
 
he or she writes specific questions concerning the content
 
and more general questions for students to reflect upon at
 
a highe level. A, copy of the articie with a proper
 
resource citation is copied on one side of a paper
 
Inciuding,questions on the other side. This assignment is
 
woven w thin any curricuiar unit as an extended activity
 
with an endless number of future articles for teachers to
 
eventua iy include, it is also a medium for bringing
 
reading into the computer literacy, course.
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Other Resources
 
As this project has proven^ resources designed
 
specificaily for computer iiteracy teachers are limited.
 
However^ there are some, exceiient choices available where
 
others need to become aware. On the Other Resources main
 
page^ there are no links to lesson pages. .Instead is a
 
list of alternative solutions to further, support a , ,
 
computer iiteracy curriculum. The first item is a free kit
 
offered by Intel titled The Journey Inside: The Computer.
 
This is a resource available for computer literacy
 
teachers of 6^^ through 9^^ grades that includes a detailed
 
teacher''s guide^ videos^ and computer parts for
 
demonstration. The page provides a phone number for.
 
teachers to call for an informational brochure.
 
Additional information on the Other.Resources page
 
incorporates a link to - the Internet site
 
www.biackboard.com. This is described as a site that
 
teachers can use for,free with their classes to set up a
 
learning environment for sharing documents^ communicating^
 
and learning. The purpose of this link it to extend
 
learning into the 21^^ century where it is becoming common
 
for university and high school classes to be taught in
 
part or in whole on the Internet
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A link to www.discoveryschool.com is an additional
 
source for educators. Among the many curricular resources
 
at this web site are free tools for assisting teachers in
 
creating their own crossword puzzles^ mazes, wordsearches
 
and other activities to support their lessons.
 
Also included on the resource page is an Internet
 
link to www.cnet.com that teachers can make use, of as a
 
learninc" tool for themselves and for students. This is a
 
web site where visitors will find access.to current
 
technology related news^ reviews^ technical tips^ product
 
Information^ and.other issues concerning computers and
 
other technologies.
 
Lastly, assessment rubrics are an essential component
 
of the Other Resources main page and to' the rest of the
 
web site as well. All activities throughout this project
 
within the web site need assessment guidelines. In order
 
to facilitate this, assessment rubrics for learning with
 
computers are available through an Internet link to Kathy
 
Schrock''s web page at .the Discover School web site ,
 
mentioned,above. Kathy, Schrock. lists, resources for almost
 
all curricular areas for learning .along with helpful tools
 
such as, assessment rubrics. Because, the scope of this
 
project^ s web site spans 7^^ through 9^^ grades and since
 
computer literacy curriculum is somewhat vague without the
 
 support of California state approved standards^ it is
 
appropri.ate for. educators to utilize the variety of
 
assessment rubrics .available from Kathy Schrock's web site
 
to assist in the assessment process. Grade and skill 
levels along with the type of computer literacy class vary 
drastically among schools where a teacher will need to 
determine what type of assessment■is. most appropriate for 
his or her own students. The link available at this 
project's web page assists teachers in the assessment 
process 
Evaluation of Web Site 
As a way to provide a web site that meets the goals 
and objectives mentioned throughout these chapters, a 
small sampling of three computer literacy teachers from 
the Palm Springs Unified School District volunteered to 
assist in evaluating the quality, usability, and overall 
relevancy of resources to their own computer curriculum. 
All three computer instructors met in a computer lab 
at Desert Hot Springs High School. The group was made up 
n -"7 th ) tho± / , ,, and 9^^ grade teachers. They were given 
instructions to independently view the web site created 
for this project and to write down any questions or 
comments. This process averaged an approximate time of 45 
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minutes. Afterwards, the teachers met together as a group
 
to discuss their observations with each other and the
 
author of this project.
 
The first area shared was each individuals specific 
comments and questions. All three agreed that the web site 
was a great resource for computer teachers. The 9^^ grade 
instructor commented that , teachers at any level can 
utilize and modify■content according particular needs. The 
^th grade teacher also commented that the aesthetic 
perspective seemed simplistic; however, the other two 
participants felt simplicity, was a positive element for 
7 thfocusing on content and for ease of navigation. The 7^ 
grade teacher was concerned about the amount of overall 
available, resources presented: Will it be added to or. 
updated? How often? With the ever-changing world of 
technology,, can content keep up with the needs of 
teachers? The author commented that the web site would be 
an ongoing project beyond the requirements of the Masters 
Degree, where research.and changes will be made by the 
author, by ideas shared from, the author''s colleagues, and 
by visitors of the web site itself. 
Once each teacher was able to share his or her 
comments as mentioned above, the author asked the group 
three questions 
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1. Does the layout provide information that is easy
 
to read, manipulate, browse, and understand?
 
2. 	 Does the content reflect the needs of your
 
students within your curriculum?
 
3. 	 Is the quality of this web site professional and
 
does the lesson ideas reach the variety of
 
learning styles and abilities with your
 
classroom?
 
Each of the three teacher-volunteers agreed that this
 
web site of curricuiar resources meets the goals of
 
providing a variety of activities to reach differentiating
 
learning styles specific for computer literacy students.
 
They also were in unison that the layout was user-friendly
 
and uniform. However, though an array of curricuiar topics
 
are represented, one of the teachers felt more could be
 
added such as database management and networking.
 
Taking into consideration the information,
 
conversation, and observation shared by computer teacher
 
volunteers, this evaluation has provided needed input for
 
realizing this project to be a valuable resource for
 
computer literacy classrooms. Teachers have a tool that
 
can be used to both enhance their current curriculum and
 
to provide creativity and real-life relevancy that will
 
assist in student learning.
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The following.chapter gives a more in-depth summary
 
of this entire project along with overall conclusions and
 
recommendations to improve resources for computer literacy
 
classrooms.
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CHAPTER FOUR
 
CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS
 
Summary■ 
In order to produce a quality resource for educators, 
in-depth research provides a foundation for content within 
the web site. Teachers have access to activities and 
information that is based on findings from professional 
literature and standards. 
This project is a web site dedicated to providing 
computer literacy resources that assist teachers in 
designing quality, interesting, and educational curricular 
units directed toward adolescent, learners. Activities have 
been developed for use within a current computer course 
taking into account both the usability for educators and 
the learning needs pf students. 
It is essential that computer teachers have similar 
accessibility to resources as does teachers of other 
disciplines. Therefore, several activities are available 
that support a wide span of computer skills, concepts, and 
methodologies. 
In addition, every element included within each web 
page has been, intentionally placed in order to focus on 
the activities and yet provide easy references to 
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essential information that guide the curriculum. These
 
elements include NETS standards;, learning objectives,;, time
 
frames^ and materials.
 
Recommendations for
 
Professionals
 
Although this project provides .a resource of
 
curricular activities for computer teachers and other
 
interested professionals^, it is not enough. This project
 
successfully presents a, variety of activities and other
 
resources, for the use of computer teachers within their
 
classrooms. However^ though the content is quite complex;.
 
there ca.n always be more ideas added^ especially
 
considering the multitude of options available on the
 
Internet for the.core curriculum. This can be resolved by
 
periodically updating content- through additional research
 
and from suggestions shared by visitors. There is an email
 
address available on each page where visitors, are.
 
encouraged to respond.
 
It is also hoped that, educators will begin seeing
 
computer literacy as a valuable and necessary learning
 
tool where more, resources will become available in the A
 
near future. Possibly, this web site will ,inspire educators
 
to begin sharing their ideas through similar web sites or
 
other projects of their own. Issues still remain to be
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 further examined specifically focusing, on computer
 
literacy classrooms such as computer lab managemerit;^
 
working with older technology/ and integrating needs of
 
special education or limited English learners into
 
computer literacy lessons. The list of issues and creative
 
solutions are endless.
 
Conclusion
 
As noted throughout, this thesis, there is a desperate
 
need foi' creative, standard-based lesson ideas and
 
resource:s directed specifically toward teachers of
 
computer literacy. Much is already,available on the
 
Internet, or within newspapers, professional journals,
 
confererces, and other training mediums. Integrating
 
curriculum and technology seamlessly together has been
 
proven as one of the keys components necessary for
 
reaching the learning needs of students. The web site
 
created as part of:this project successfully meets these
 
i ■ ' " ^ ■ 
needs hy providing activities, standards, objectives, and 
other support materials where students learn necessary 
skills and concept to be successful computer users in both 
school and in their future.
 
Even with the,limitations posed in the previous
 
section of this chapter, this web site will be an
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assistance to any computer literacy, teacher searching for
 
curricu].ar resources. Both visitors and the author of this
 
project can add to the multiple activities already
 
available.
 
This web site is an exciting endeavor for the author
 
in hopes that many computer literacy teachers will utilize,
 
the quality-and quantity of resources available. In
 
reaction to this project^ it.may be possible that other
 
educators will take the opportunity to share ideas so
 
computer literacy students have access to learning
 
opportunities equal* to all other disciplines.
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 nUiT^'j I
 
1
 
KM^'bcmyhnq
 
W.^ rd Pnica% 11II
 
DcskIdp Pl>o!?sd yHi
 
'ni'.Afo CnmiraHer
 
[
 
Con<y<mi Hyyrlcrs
 
Ouic,^ d!esoiKCc;v
 
^ kV/H
 
fiitr sip.?
 
4
li&ti^mmim ijil«:?r4iicy C'lat^sriy-ss
 
Wclcofoe ti^? a wab yile dcilicaled to Icsmn ideas
 
for computer lilenicy teachers for grades7
 
lliroiuih Yen will hiid activilies that can be
 
iiicorponiied into >oiireyrreiileiirrfciiliiiiL
 
lliougii this IS not o complete course by itself
 
Feel free io iu>e, piiuL steah mid share anylhiug
 
from this web site tliai cuu assist your smdeiits In
 
Icimimg compuiQT literacy.
 
1 xmson ideas bne been meated lu wds^ ihat meet
 
a Tariety oftoiimiiig ulyles iiml abilities that
 
coiiibiue skills and concepts. Some aoiivilies
 
rec|uiro a computer andsome do uot. All lessons ,
 
arc b^sed on the Yaiioird ! ducaUmcd
 
I vclmo|t^g\ Siaiidaids loi Otuoenia-(\h Y'S).
 
this web site:
 
b ('reale resources ibr computer
 
literacy ceachers to enhance their
 
curriculum
 
2< Allow for equal learning
 
opporlunities for all sludenta
 
3. 	Align learning with the YirFS
 
standards
 
4, 	Make computer curiiciilar resources
 
easily accessible
 
i.efs sliare in the abimilniiee oferenfive lesson
 
ideas for integrating compulcrs into the
 
curriculimijust as core ourricular teachers have
 
available. Use the navigation bar to the fell and
 
e mail nic with any eommculs or helpfid tips to
 
Improve this page.
 
■vfvwA 
' 
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Lessct® ifleiis l#r tkm
 
rc^L
 
C:'^B:\puis^\\^ Elii^c^
 
Pmcessdig
 
D'ZrZKlm
 
a doinpyle"
 
j
 
creep!ikeIders
 
Reiciycec '
 
t>>iAiL: f>:Jf
 
i:be siydv ofecliieal way.s to use and not use a
 
coinpuier is impoitmii to any cmnmium vvlxere
 
oomputers will he utili/ed,'Ihis web sUc defines
 
righi or wrong wfien using eonipulers or other
 
ledioology.A good place k> begin this lopio is
 
wiib your^scbool dislricfs Appmpriale I se
 
Felfew
 
Col!alx>rayon is a great way U)gelstudents to
 
iliink,share,and probtcm-solve- Real-life
 
sitiiallous are wondeiiiil for this task
 
'Xnolher way to make eonipulcr ethics real is to
 
use articlesfrom newspapers, boniinaceiy(or
 
uiifortiinalcly)there is often something jo the
 
news where someone decide<ito make a wrong
 
choice nsitig a com'piifer.
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C;?r;'4^yl^r TAhlc^
 
vvofd P^tk^^hmp,
 
Jesktcip 5^hii>g
 
II cIh a Cempirer
 
j
 
SrjTaao^jM'Cts
 
C^orvce>pI Ll{j hi rs
 
Uthxr Resources
 
i€'SS#ei isiks
 
Sisiispeiier LbK^r«fi©f
 
Hewbomiffn^
 
Key!)i)ardiiigCED become i>uriog''to sludenis.
 
There are ii thw fon wayi to keep siudeotK
 
iatcreirjied aoci to i^iippfcioerit leanhng.One way
 
is ihiougho eeloringaoljvuy,
 
Praociee, praotiec, praeliec is what makes
 
sIikIcucs 14sler and to lielplljiciB meoionze those
 
keys. 1 kic is a way to make prnotke a llm
 
challenge l\>r c^seiyone(even the teacher).
 
You alight not be teaehiag an Fhiglish class. Iml
 
ke>'bo4rdiiig is a groat opporlunity to iraf)rove
 
speihng.This kty mylew activity is a ivay to
 
mviow keys aud to aijprove spetlinig
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 tmmmmm Weasfor
 I \
 
o l^nipiitcr Literacy Classrooi* c^i
 
w&tm
 
P*OC«SS«ISi
 
fliMisMiaf
 
tetlils%fiawprt*
 
lDlii5a#t
 
SItiaf R«s®yf®«a
 
Wubmmlt'r
 
ITiere are many acthities to help students learn
 
word processing skills. Certainly a web site can
 
be dedicated tojust that(mayte another time). In
 
the meantime,an autobiography is a wonderful
 
way to make students want to write.
 
Youwantto really hit home with the students
 
and vetteach word processing? Letthem write a
 
fetttr to the pmidpat.Here is a creative way
 
where ludents don'teven realize they are
 
learning
 
Prepffiration for thetwoabove activities is crucial.
 
It is assumed that basic skill for word processing
 
have been set,and these activities arefor
 
reviewing and improving skills. Also,these
 
lesson bringtextbook skills to life.
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Mmm l®r flie
 j.
 
4. :icisiips5ie.? Lslejfgtcy Qlsms^&^m
 
CG;1MJL4^^r Et^ic^
 
Kz\'t>ZBr^tng
 
^Vofd Probessmg
 
Dijsktop PubLshlng
 
n^c cJe a Computt-

at'O!rmt
 
Sprc-atis^i|e^l^^
 
Concepi Bu.Idefa
 
OIker R^soyrcea
 
/s/oAp.' A'v'/f mp
 
Desktop MtUsMne
 
Desktop publishing eticoiporaies multiple
 
cDiBpuier skillsimd aneBvironmentforfun
 
learning activities. One great lesson for
 
reviewiiig the use ofpublishing tools is witli
 
student created oppiliLiliilpj.
 
A favorite for new eomputer learners are
 
gro^ilitf vards.I'his is cspecialh^fun aroimd the
 
holidays.
 
Another nselul learning too! is where stu^iejits
 
design a piir^r iiisitatinii adding publishing
 
eleineots that use higher level publishing skills in
 
a word processing piogiarn.
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I
 
C0rnAuti':f; IIt ca
 
Vv;>fd Pi QCOSdt(1
 
Ih;sKicp Pi;n^.sh4iii;
 
ns=iij a Cr43'irada^'
 
filia ?l4l
 
C ?'capt 11 y1d
 
0Vu^7 HcioKUC^^s
 
■ ^ 
r&i?
 
Ites&is l©r Sie
 
Ui^wmsf iltsmwikBm
 
Ai&MeM
 
i)epeniiirig on ihc Icvd ofihc computer literacy
 
class tor micienU.some oisiruetion oflbe basics
 
ofliow a coiripoier ihaika is ofico within tlic
 
curricuioiD, ^h'le hands-on approach to cackling
 
liiis lesson is with moinory apytlo|>liw-

A common real life task many scudcnis will face
 
Hi tlieir futcH^c is biiynti^ a canifHitew Noionly is
 
this hclpfii!^ ic is also a grcal way to sneak in
 
hiformaUon abont impomnn aspects that make a
 
compmor work. This is ohen a hivonte
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if r.
tirmmm i?ieas f®r 
' i
 
Ckssfi-iifep iiler«S€5|' Ckiasi^re*®ifi
 
r.C'rfi:lLlt^?i L ta-cs
 
0asHtap Plj
 
ae n Computer

nieuiut I
 
<^^;reawsO'eeU
 
. . .
 
Ceuuepi aiders
 
wnPer R^souree^i
 
The Internet
 
11u5 Intcmot ir. animpoitant kan)iou tool h^
 
ectucniioii today, Boili icadicrs and studciiis
 
niiHae lolomci resources for comiauofcolioiL
 
ci)!iarK>radon,research,and cxecilotd shopping
 
hafgaios(maybe lids one isn't foi cdiicaiiori).
 
Add a good miroihioium into thu baaios ofa
 
browaoi and soarc-h lechniqaes^ have sniden^s
 
cnh>V a trvasore booI k>(md eurrcot,relevant
 
inibrination oii the Inlentei,
 
Since ilieie is so rnneh mforinalioii or^ die
 
Inleitiet thai can be created by Iheralh'anyone,
 
stndcnle? need to t^ecome criiieal \aewers ol what
 
liiey see Thiscm he done ih/impli a group
 
rniirk in coinbinalion with a web rpiesi
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c
 
COn"PVti^ EI'^1.c-s
 
\a\i"}Ocird?n^>
 
%'Vd <■ <1 PrI^ 'ci^ & s rig 
r3 e kiop Pit^>1'j fhIri9 
eom^ular 
"ra-a^^'-cet | 
Cana^^pt Su ?dj^rs 
Ot ar P V k o ic.a?$ 
CMAiL"^ c\}'f
 
Wrl\''\''x^f.. s-"
 
Mi&m& t#p feii-s
 
'1 I
 
C,-4?rii|sni€f iitcrmcf rj
 
Sprcadsheel are excellent tools for orgmw/mg
and cidciiiating Moumikm, but many students 
iio not uiidcrstaiu! the signllicaiice. Slodertts 
compkiiii thai li is easier to siii^ply pull out a 
calculator lo do their work, hi some cases Ibis is , 
U'uc, but students oileti times find it diflleult to 
co4iiprehend advantages of using spreadsheets for 
appropriate tasks. 
Beginning as early as iniddie sdrooL arc 
already plaiiumg the Upc of cars they tvaiii 
Calciiiating car cohIs is a practical and 
intciescing approach for icaelnng spreadshceis to 
studeuis. 
Anoiher mtercsiing appxx)aeh for kQt^ping 
students excited alioul learning is through stock 
portfoiins. Ill this aeiivily. .students track slocks 
and use a vaiicis^ of spreadsheet features lo do so 
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v>Vor<l Trodas^^d'io
 
;,H^'ikiop Mub!.shlrHi
 
'ns^'.de a Oomputer
 
;4^:4^m.:^.i. i
 
Spreadsi>c;eti.
 
Ctr/rz^ipi Bihldar^
 
Ottier Rifsciiree^
 
Pfrf
 
Lmmm Mmm l®r tli©
 
Lstsi.''a4jy dagsr®#is
 
H K QC4rl% HOpO^SIfsIc to lo ich ft sklfl OI OOHtt.pt,
 
a-.ses.s. and llittn move on tothe next unn
 
Withoutcvei going back to that saHte content
 
again Repclttion lu a v.u let; ofticdtivi- wave
 
helps itiiiibree sktils and corscepls alreadj
 
.learned.
 
.A,iKin-coHp«:aCtM^asad:pll
 
gairse of bingo created isy the teacher and/or
 
sfudeaiN.
 
Tccimical vooabuiarv is a chaileiige for some,so
 
havestudents crastc llicir rmn wwrdscarnh ami
 
foam or reinforce skills Another svay to have
 
some incredible fiin with vocabniarv ts tlirotifll-i a
 
gamcof
 
Cuirein news articlesare belter tJtaii textbooks
 
cliaitce to add dasR discussions to your kssttns­
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,' ''' 

CoinmA^'r E:xhiQB
 
VvurJ
 
1
 
::aa44^P Pu^'-shlng
 
-niv'ciL^ a Cnriipular
 
Ciipz^pt Iders
 
Ot'icr Resources
 
CMAIL fA'lf />////
 
itl»s f#r ili€
 
ti^iisispgsie-r Lileriisj'€iassr#sas
 
OffiBFBmsmmmm
 
There hj mia whole lot ofresoarees availabio
 
.specifically for computer literacy teachers when
 
il comeslo ercaiivo lesson ideas and supportmg
 
die cumciilnm.ilelow are links and other
 
resources to assist students in learning.
 
Intel oiTers a free kit to computer teachersof6th
 
- 9ih grades.1lie kit lias hands-on activities for
 
iindcrsiaiiding lunv compiiiers work willi
 
exoelleiii videos,computer parts^ and support
 
material Ttie program is called Jrmrney
 
Imkk:The Computer.Cfail 1-800-346-3029 to
 
receive an intbrmational brodmre ajid order
 
iarrm
 
Stiidenls can share dcouments,oianinunioote
 
witli the leaolier and other sliidcnts. and learn
 
through a free on-line leaching Cool called
 
rhrcklsvml It is very easy to set iip a class,and
 
stndciils love tlie interaetiom
 
A wofi<iori\d icsouroc for teaching tools such as
 
free pn/zies,mazes,wordsearoh oreaiois, mid
 
many other resomees are available at
 
I fisco\'cxyhohooI.
 
Teohnical resonroes for computer teachers,
 
stiabnts.andanyone interested in technology is
 
al cyNl.T, Visitors will find access to oiiirent
 
icchnology related news,reviews,teclimca!tips,
 
product information,and other resources
 
specilkally related to compiiicr users.
 
Kalh}'Sctirock oftbis mmiy ciiixieular ideas for
 
the core curriculum mdsome evenfor compulcr
 
lessons,lioweven a very critical clement offered
 
is A^^essment Ruhucs spccifkally directed
 
K
jTl....
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toward grading activiiies created with
 
technology.These rubrics can also be used to
 
assisl In assessing activities used frotn this web
 
site. ,
 
The resources mentioned above are favorites
 
used by the webmaster ofthis web site. Ifyou
 
find additional ideas,please shareI
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1
 
-riiBitipssI?;:/ LElf^rss^Sf €li%s^ff@siii|
 
■fiiiiiiil# El:ri^€& 
VVC:^r:i ProCi:^^SMQ	 ; j
1 
3ssk!ap^ Pht>hmm%2 
'n 	cde a Campuier 
■---■■ ■••• ■"■■■■ : '"T- ' ■ Overview: yaoy school districts, schools, or'rdviiuai ! individual teachers send home rules for approprmte
SpTaaasdacils use of computers and where there is usuaify a parent 
Carcept 3a ^Id0rs signature line. This form is then brought or sent back 
to the school. How dearly do parents and students 
Otnei Resoip-a^s understand the rules and consequefices of a 
students behavior? This less makes the students 
responsibilities more clear. 
iprpcediires:. 
\^'riic the leim Appropriaie Use Policy'' 
on board and have class brainstomi hem 
ri.,. ^ ;rthe term rolatcs to computer use. 
;',c ,'nr
Hand out and briefly introduce the districts 
(or classroom's) AHIT 
3.	 Separate students into small groups where 
each group is responsible for a cemiin 'C. SC'J 
section of the AilR iiach group reads their 
designated section williln their team and 
discusses among themselvesS what it 
means. 
Eacli individual student has a piece of 
notebook paper ready for takingnotes for 
ilie gixaip share out. 
A.	 iv4ch group in order ofThe AUP / Ot Cx 
' CO"summarizes their section while each 
individual student throughout the class jots 
down a summary of thai >seciiori ironi cacti 
group prcseniaiiom
Depending oo the ability of studcnrs at the 
time of this activity, have each group 
combine their notes, andmake their ow-n 
classroom AUP on the computer using 
creative desktop publishing skills. 
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 i'#iiipiiS€^r liCcr%ii€;f C5i4ii%8r®©iPS iJ^^J
 
r-sc^v:.
 
Cc i.t>,1n t:i I
 
K^Vbc^^n^iJ|nr>
 
Wo?'cl Pf€cos
 
3 ktop Fiioi^shmq
 
a Ciompulot
 
I
 
i
 
Cir.:cvip\ ikoklara
 
Olne^ Rer^Oi^fces
 
f
 
Overview: It has been pro'^en that when learning
 
becomes real and relevant to students,the lesson is
 
more likely to be remembered.Computer ethics is
 
brought to Irfe vath this activity where students
 
problem-solve real life situations,
 
Procedyres,
 
!, After lessoBs on oompulor ethics \^heic
 
Hludeols show faiDiliarity with tiio topic,
 
have clasj? break into[uoups013 to 4
 
2. Irodi group a^cioyes a slip with a sitmilion
 
v^hcte the group ouist disouse and soh'c the
 
problem at liand(each group wtll have u
 
different sitiiatUMi>
 
3. 	After abom 5 to 10 rnioiile^. have groups
 
lake aimsreading their ,siluatioo and tlicu
 
shannii with the rest ofthe class iheir
 
soiulion to the probiem,luieourage the
 
olass 10 ask pucstions nod pose other
 
possible sokiiions irnnicdiaicly aftereauli
 
group ptesenls,
 
4. 	An exicnded eornpulor acbvip'can he to
 
have students video tape and act out
 
situations where the class can later view
 
and critiqtte which choices tvherc v^rong
 
and which were riglit,
 
iS
 
'ue>.
 
:
 
:n,> sec -'wr
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LKiS'.rjasy i;sas^rffi©^iis
 
f:t)
 
'vVoJd Pretaxs^ny
 
04: kiD|T Pui>i:<sh11^9
 
'ru4 ^ :ie Computer'
 
iCuu'uei I
 
Sproi^dsuPet^
 
!
 
';DUCUpt
 
Oiuur R^tsoufcop
 
Commmier£Mm
 
Overv^w:This activity allows students to roali^e how
 
corpputer atmosis notjust a textbook term but an
 
issue that is a problem in society today.
 
L 1lave class braiosKUiii on board names oi^
 
periotlioals and Intelnot sites ivhcre they
 
can find cnixeoieventsabout computer
 
ediioS:
 
2. 	Pass out t!\c aiticlo handimi. Students mc
 
k> itnd an ailiolo in newspapers,
 
impazines^or the[niernct that has an
 
articIe at>om son1eone v.Ik>!iaa madea
 
uTong ehoioe with computers(i.e. hacking,
 
copying softwa(0.otc.f Thisina} take
 
sonic nine.,so this assigninenl wc^rks well
 
as hornework.
 
3. ()nce students find their o\\u arlieb,diev
 
are10read it, WTite a suoiinarj'^ and
 
opinioin and attach the ailtele(or a copy)
 
the liandont 10 he turned in
 
4< (>n the day anicles are due. havm oaoh
 
student biicriy suininatr/c to the class vvluu
 
their ardcle was about witiia
 
iiucsliomanswer pcrio<!at the end.
 
5. 	An excellent additional activity is forthe
 
teaohei to imia cuiTciit aiticb, write
 
questions related to the ajlicic,and make
 
tins a handout for this and other arncfcs as
 
a way to keep computer ethics par i ofthe
 
cniiie couise.
 
m
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'"'C>0
 
;	 ''
 
s - >/,. '
 
av pr
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Less®i5 iii%5as l©r
 
Ommprntm'
 
Go ul€^r j E111rcs
 
fCisyEcc^rdm;;:
 
■Miii >'C^. 
DesKiiop Put<Vshmg 
a Ciornputer
 
Overview: Cotormg can be fun for any age, ypra
-mofnm | importantly, some stadents learn best with this type of 
Spreads^^^els hands-on activity. This tesson serves as both a 
Conc§:pt Bihtdm% means to review keys already learned and to predict
the keyboard pattern to figure out what they haven't
0trieI R^sO'iirces yet been exposed to. 
Procadyres: 
I. 	Rc\icw keys iilreadT loaorcdby havoig the 
okss typo letters }'oii say. Make sure 
students are not looking at their Ongeis. 
," >3;'r '2i lh;pkiin to studeols that the}^' will ho 
oreoornplcling a oolpnT3g luiudrvii (jtf fonoat)

whejc ilmy willmxkw and predict using j/V „r,/
 
crayons. There arc choose time diilereot as

;v^vr 
to rcprescol rhc nine ringers ihe\' will l'>o 
typing with, ft is imperative thai llic\ color 
ilic home low first c eight colors) and ihc 
spaec'ban Do this us an example on the 
board with jusi a lowkeys, 
3, 	 IT for exampky a student colored the I)
key hilie, thm ihoy are to color all orher 
hey s im the keyboard bine thai sliare the 
same iniger. 
4.	 Students collect nine colors (use dilTeinnt 
putcms if not eTK>ugh colon? are available), 
and complete the coloring handout. 
Bee sample final product at the upper right 
comer oh:his page. 
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Ceispiiier Lifermcf €iassr@»iii
 
Coiroyte- Elilies
 
^<trfboards9
 
vVqfd Procy in9
 
"r^aet.ce
 D€sktop pyDi''Shm9
 
^iis^de a Compute?"
 
0¥arv!ew!Typing,typing,and more typing
duarnyt I
 Indapandently from a book becomes mundane,so
 
CsruaclsePets give students a little extra challenge where the whole
 
Concept EPjdders
 Glass gets involved.This activity might require afew
 
candy bars or othersmall prizes!

Otoer R0z~ou < COs
 
Procedures:
 
I;. 	 Review keys already learned by liav cog the
 
class type letters yousay. Make sure
 
stoderiCs are not looking at Iheir Rogers.
 
2. 	With everyone at their computers and at a
 
CrVsu'Wi
 
new word processing docomont,Imvo 
sr
 
students sit corroctly and turn olftheir
 a
 
moniioKs only.
 
evesT jcr'
 
e^AiL i<Ui/ 3. Slowly(and then progress to a quicker
 
'som :r-^' :
speed)say lettei-s for revie\¥ one ata time
 
snsv:;

I	 aloud to class while they type what>011
 
say.They do not look atlheir lingers.
 
:oevr"';

4. 	W1ite down eacli letter exactly as said for
 
later in.Ibis.activity.
 
5:. Tfier about a mmnic.have students raise
 
one hand and then turn on their monitors.
 
Slowly read back the letters said earlier.
 
b; 	When a sliident finds bis or her first
 
mistake,they put down their hand until
 
you have only a few hands miwd by the
 
time all keys are read back.
 
7. 	Make this a im challenge by handing out.
 
small prizes to the winners.
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t^.asss2s5?­
f. T;
u®fas|piilep Lllsresf Gbrn'srsimw
 
r:QrPtii:tt=r; EVT^G\i
 
4o'/toard?rK3
 
V f4 Prc^c ■ 
Desktop PifoV'Shmq
 
a ^.nrnpum-'c %7f /
 
1 Qvervfew:This activity is short but a greal way to
pr;:i'ei'ust I
 
review. It is also perfectfor building vocabulary and
 
SpreadsZibets improving spailing.This lesson Is best when the class
 
Corc^pt BaiJders has not yet teamed finger placementsfor more than
 
six keys beyond the home row in order to keep this
 
Ot.ner Rt^sourcee
 
challenging.This Is a good"sponge"activity to begin
 
s class period.
 
; r'SWCS
 
Frocedyres:
 
1. List all ofthe keys already learned on the
 
.'.\S
board lii a row but not in alphabetical
 
order.
 
T';.y c:,.'Xv
2. Students w'riie as many wordsthey can
 
'r,".-(' r s

think ofhaving to do witfi cumputors and
 
r;: , : fS,
 
that use only the letters learned so far from f-voT
 
GhtA^L: G:h
 
the keyboard
 
3. After about5 mioytes.ask how many
 
students have at least 10, 15,or20words
 
in their list. Ciivo class a little more lime to
4
 
try and catch tip with the longer lists.
 
4, Find out who hasthe most w-ords.
 
S Begin with die pcnson with the most
 
words. As that person raids offhis or.hcr
 
lisT all other slndeiits need to listen for
 
words Ifiat are not related to computersand
 
share concerns is stoitent is incorrect.
 
6. Contiruie rouiling through class imlil It is
 
evidcni who has the longesi list with
 
accurate compuler-related words.
 
7, An extension oflhi.s lesson can include
 
having students begin a list ofwords from
 
the course m they go along,lliis list can
 
be displayed in a miiitimedia program like
 
HyperStudio.Students can also chooseto
 
use a database.
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 L^>ss#s Isisas ssr life
 
/®ii§pg|fr.? llUwmif ^iimtiv^mti
 
CasTc r?i^ ri Elii'=cs
 
e^.isybi>ardEig
 
Wotd Froc0smnQi
 
Desktop PooLsmap
 
'escCle a Cciir.pultr
 
Overflew:Students love to write adoulthemselves.
 
:iuen>oi i
 This activi^'combines personal experience with new
 
Sp^'oaesdaete skills that isfun but still challenging.This is definitely
 
a favorite for students. This activity requires that basic
 
1
 
C0o.eepi 3e;1dars
 
word processing skills have already been established.
 
Qlnor Itasoofces
 
PmmMmm
 
L Ask students u> detiue Ihe icon 
''autobiograpliy" andIhem iiave thorn 
compare it to the Iciio ''bioaraplrv,'' sc c,;-: 
2.	 fixplain liiai stiideiits will be miitkigan 
auiobtograph) wlierc ibey rvill reilocT upon
several qoestions i!io\ are io aaswet in 
paragraph fomi. They will also use word 
^ .repioecssiog skills to compete the 
Oo'W'
assignmonL 
knvc mstructkm in ihe iniporaioce of an 
kitroducloTY paragraph man essay by 
A	 o.' vwxrFcadmg Ihe inpodueion exompies sheer sT's: r ^Students am to decide as a class oi 
iiidividualty on paper which pxuagraphs are 
good inlroductioos to diis assipianent 
which arc not, and why. 
■4. l-lave students tegiii willing iheir 
irilvoduelions on the eompuler using word 
processing sofltvare. 
5.	 Oiioe intiodiierions have l>€en WTittcn, 
share good examples wtlh ihe class, and 
tlien introdiiee tlie aulobiogtaphy lumdo-Ji, 
:6,	 Hludcnis begin compleiing the rest e>f the 
autobiography assignment according to 
instiiiciions by combining content and 
wordprocessing skills. 
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O¥0iview: Biisfnass fetters are importani aspects of 
word processing. However, this activity Is only real to 
slodeets if they can utilize it m a meaniogfuf way, Tfiis 
is e great assigFiment where the principal becomes 
irivDlveef by participating in an important task to both 
students and teachers. 
Procedyres: 
L Have students braiiistomi the differctices 
a leiicr lo Ihe president of a 
oornpao}" and a leller to a friend: sh'Ies, 
wording, piclures, slang, etc 
2. 	 Introduce Oie fernnil loiter >t\ b mid its 
purpose as a powerful means i>f 
comniooication 
3. 	Before beginning the assignment, tiavc 
students praciicc uriling addresses 
eoixecth' (verr important). 
4. 	 SindeiiH will wiilc a iw o paragraph formal 
bttci to their piincipah They have two 
uptions, say Nomedimgmce about school 
or make one eoniplidnt alxml school 
5. 	 bmderits who say sometliing otee are io use 
<lemils. possibly comparing tlunr ciarcni 
school IQ another they have aucnded 
6. 	 Students who want to complain willmake 
ilieir complaint In tlie first pmigraph him! 
follow their complaint will) a solnlionin 
the second pamgraph, 
7. 	 Work is to be edited w ithpeers and 
cheeked for errors using the computer, 
8. 	 Withp>0fmission From indi^yidual sludcois, 
gh'e letters to the principal and ask himor 
her to respond or invite the principxal to the 
classroom for questions ^:lnd answers. 
re;,:s, ;et' 
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Students arc very impressed when
 
principals come to class for this activity!
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Ca'ItUiA^3\ Ethics
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OS cht a Computer
 
;rtofo^t
 
Sof'^^adsiieota
 
Ccr<cepi 3j:1d€?rs
 
Otoor R0sotjrces
 
Overview:Th]s lesson requires students to utilize
 
many publishing tools in word processing sotware. It
 
is also a QrBBt way to importfrom Paint,This is a fun
 
ach\/ily and looks great displayed when everyone is
 
dDfiej
 
Prooedyres:
 
1. 	Rc\'k\\ the icim for desktop publishmg
 
\Mih students: Com!)iiiiiig oieativitv and
 
computLT tools tor displaymg iofonnation,
 
2. 	This a>^sigrinicnl is host iflheio in a visual
 
dc\ice avTnlahlo fur students lo see how to
 
set up Ihc cells. Students sel their word
 
proeess^>r jragc to landscape mid draw six
 
cells to ITU the page(sc|uarcs,ovals,and/or
 
Dtlior aiitos!ia|>id«
 
3. Thee,studeels click onto each uir'Teleot
 
air),and foramteach ceil to be 'hio liirVso
 
g!..pLics Old text laier added will be
 
visihie.
 
4	 Each roll will have one or more graf)hics
 
and one or more oallouts with text {scc^
 
exatnpie)that eoniinunicate together foran
 
lutmmk lesson to l>o learned!>y the end.
 
5> 	Possible topics can inciiide safely>
 
learning,fuix or other topics with a inoml
 
or Iwsson Students c'<m also liave a comic
 
that tcpicsenis good compiiter ethics,
 
f>, 	 Displa}'comics when sluilcnta oiV done.
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Gmisptitsr Liic^rfEsp
 
:-orr-ri 
C rngi;tcEthics 
1 
<c>^bC'^rd'^ng 
Vvcrd PrrJccss'mtj 
jo ktop Plicl:shIng, Oh^cchhav Oarc;:­ ^^>3" i 
:nsAm a Coaipyfar 
'ntciiiei I Overview:An important aspectof being computer !Iterate Is being able to use a variety of software.This 
Spreaclslieats ectivfty goes beyond the word processor for 
Oa<'-c^pt Sslders pybHshlng. It is simple and fun,especially around the 
Other Rcsaurces 
holidays. 
Prooeciiiree: 
L Review the lerni for desktop peblishirig 
witii ^ indents:Vombimng creativity and 
computer t(H)ls for displaying intbmiatioa. 
2. Introduce the busies o(dny desktop 
publisbiog sotfwarc such ris MS Publisher. 
Print Master,etc. Cdioose a time ol the 
school year wfien a holiday or special . 
aw occasion \vill be coining soon. 
3. Studentscreate a grctiiiig card oftheir 
choice(i.e. binfiday. holiday,special 
occasion)lo whom everthey want but Ihey 
must mclode tlie following elements: 
graphic and tewlou the Ist and 3rd page^ 
4ih(back)page must have a small graphic 
with the nameofthe student.Tiicy may 
print2 copies: 1 for themselves lo use ibr 
thatspecial person,and one for the teacher 
to gradcK 
4 Asa class or individually,iiave students 
compare the differences between usinga 
word processor and using desktop 
publishing software. 
5v An extension ofthis lesson can be where 
the class creates theirown hoiidayy such as 
''National Compoler Ethics Day"or other 
cumiciilar related ''holiday" usingthe same 
above criteria. This is a great activity to 
review topics previously^ learned. 
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3cskmp PubPsWmg
 
1
 
c Comcufer
 
'nioftiei I
 
coioadshcets
 
Ccocept Bbilders
 
Oih0r Resourcee
 
CMA>iL:i^f(k 9jh
 
:vrr ^c\cW3cr^
 
Overview:A common task for computer users at
 
home is to create s parfy invitation.Sometimes party
 
plannersdo not always have desktop poblishing
 
SDtware available,Tliis activity requires students to
 
be creatlve from scratch without templates,
 
Procedores:
 
1. 	Review/the term for desktop publishing
 
with students:Combining creativity md
 
computer tools for displaying intbrniaiiom
 
2, 	fiiirodiice v/ord processing pubiishing tools
 
(i.e. inserting graphics^ linesj airows,
 
textboKes),
 
,Bv The invitation will include a theme
 
(birthday,just because, holiday,etc.).a
 
lide/tiame,place,date,time,and a map
 
created using publishing tools only. Be
 
sure to havesmdent use pretend addresses
 
so that their invitalions can be displayed^
 
4. 	Stiidcnis also need to add elements to make
 
,	 iheir party enllcing mid consider wiiich
 
elements best reflect the themefor their
 
party.
 
£ An optional exlension to this activiiy is to
 
havea small parly at die end ofthis
 
adiv li\ with all ofthe invit^ilions shared by
 
students or displayed on the walls.
 
Mii,/
 
.;>C/V
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SO""/?:./; cr ^V'',
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 liiesis fur tlie
 
Gcsiepsis)? tdimwmif €iisssr®©ia
 
Cumr;i:ta rl E111jcs 
<DybaBfd^ng 
Word PfOQi^s s Ehi 
Dasrdop ¥;hMi^Mng 
Eis.d^ a Cornpuler 
r?terri6^ I Overflew:The study ofcomputer memory Is fiocessary for iinderstaadmg lha basics of how a 
SDfi?ads!ir<els computer remambers much like a person,Texlbooks c,. 
Cdhcoti B;i Iders 
Other Resources 
tiach this butthe addition ofa hands-on approach 
halps students futiy understand. . :r;:c. . 
g' 
Pmceclyres: 'w"-"Ay. 
L A basic iiitrodiiclion into RAM,ROM.and 
I lard Drive needs lo be first briefly defined 
to students.Once these dcfiokions are 
established,begin tlie next step. 
2. readier drawsa stick figure on tlie board. 
Draw an arrow from the slick figure(see 
.W/.< 
graphic on upper right cornerofthis page) 
f:MAfL:h^hK' a?/f to the phrase"Buying milk at6pm 
tonigblT lixpMu that this is temporary 
rncinory as is RAM,becausethe person 
P> 
:/yr 
will soon forget that on that date al that 
limeiniik was bought.RAM doesift 
remember rs^hat is.did previously either. 
3. Tk> the same with the phrase"My birth 
c 
dale." l:Apbm that this is pormanenl 
memory that someone will never iorgQt 
just like ROM always remembers. Nciliier 
can be changed. 
4 Once again, write tlie phrase "items in my 
garage." Bxplain that some items arc left 
on the shelves for a very long time and 
some are coutinually used replaced,or put 
back much like information in a hard drive. 
5. Students arelo mdividoaliy create their 
own stick figureson notebook paper with 3 
dilTerent analogies. Rotate atmv 
voluiilcers to the board lo draw their stick 
figures and analogies. Discuss the 
82
 
effectivenessofeach analogy as a class.
 
Lastly, lisiog butcher paper %^iih
 
cBiyons/markeisor a f>aint program cm the
 
eompytei;have siudcnts choose one type
 
ofniciiame Icanied.lliey write the nairic
 
ofihal compuicT nieinoiy't vclial it is like,
 
arxu liratv a piclure ofthe analogy(-cc
 
cxampic).Iduscould also he done
 
completely on the computer.
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Dasipii&er C7gsssff^&-©?iii !tl=3 
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<aybosird'irv^
 
>;Vori
 
Da5^Htnp Pbbt^sbI^9
 
a Cbmpbt0.t
 
'vb/brnkn
 
btd'QB.bSUbbU
 
CZ'nCdpi S:id<1ers
 
01ddr H'bbDi> i:Its
 
>MAiL ^ f^Ab ibh
 
'bOi'ii<n^U-4
 
' inside m €mmmuifw
 
Edp, d'PY
 
O^er^iaw:Buymg a compiler can be pretty Iricky for
 
those whodo not knov^the basics of whet to look for.
 
This activity gives students knowledge into how a
 
computer basloally works ar^d impoPantelements to
 
look for in a compotor advertisement.
 
Frocedyros:
 
1, 	A basic inlriHliiclion into RAM and 1 lard
 
I)nvo needs lo be hriclly defined to
 
sludenls(sec A!crnoT> Ana](^pn;s less^oV
 
Onoc ihcsc defmilioos are eslablRhcd.
 
begin the next step,
 
2. k.ompaieelements ofa new computer
 
l>einp Si)ldti)dav wotli an older coa:;pule^
 
likeanlnid RAM.MlIz,CPU,lanxi
 
dnve and pikes wnh a newer Intel
 
Pentium IV today {pnccs aiemiich the
 
same thougli cnmpnters have gically
 
improved dueto \4hwes Cawb
 
2, f'la'^'e students find tlirce rliflerent
 
computeradvertkcmcnla md list irnpoTtant
 
elements ihcy find froo^ each computer
 
including things tlialhelp sell the compiiicx
 
(i.e. rebates.,free items,gispines,ctcd, i be
 
hundoiU (or culleclmg data
 
4. 	i)isciiss as a class dilTctences and
 
siniilarities belnwen the compnlers and ihe
 
adverfismg 'nioks^' used lo hedp sell the
 
prodnot.
 
5. Nexfi using desktop publishing oi woid
 
processing software students are to design
 
ihmrown adveniscmcnt on the eoinputer
 
by creating an original brand name but
 
using real ekmentsforRAA4,hard drive,
 
CPU and price.
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 The}'will also include items and
 
designs thai v/lll make their
 
computer enticingto a buy^r. Bind
 
all advertisementsfrom the class into
 
a class catalog,
 
6, An optional extension to this activity is to
 
havestudentscompare astudent
 
adveriisemeiil(studentnames taken oiT
 
ad\ertisemcnt)with an adveriisciiientfrom
 
a newspaper or nvdgazim writing a
 
comparison.
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Wo^J Prccass;ri9
 
DcirKtnp Pui>!tship§
 
Pr.r':;^aria!ic^ais
 
C-rH'-rr^pt idol's
 
Ol'iar Hesourcea
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Overview: Madleg relavarit informeltan from reHabie
 
resoyroee and kr^owing where to search le cojciai to
 
on mtroductiDo to the iotomet.This activity requires a
 
variety ofsearch techniquesfor real life information ir^
 
a-fiiniway;
 
Preoedyres:
 
1. 	1)isonsH and denionstmie a \miciy of
 
search lcchTiir|uos using tlxe iiilcrnet's
 
World \¥ktc Weh.
 
2. 	Students will individually compkdo a
 
Trousme Ihmi isuKleur that requires tliom
 
lo ihink aboui what type ofrveb she would
 
have the nifori-nalion rei|uested and how
 
ihcy will find it.
 
3. 	Sludonis will nmwcreach qucsdon in iho
 
appnxpriate section and write the tJRL
 
where they iound the mfoumiikm,
 
(Oplionah have students ka>p irack ofall
 
I IRLs \'isited to geleach answer). .
 
4. 	W'hen students are done^ discuss and sbaie
 
as a class the variet) ofweb sites and
 
seaich techniques they tisesi io lind
 
mfoiinadon ask for in the Treasure I kinL
 
eaVs sw
 
^ ,rs''V
 
'v/
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isifJsis

c;	 I
 M9m%m%mw &..ii Ctmmwm&m
 
Oonuiulixr Ei^Hc^
 
<a\^i4C>arduio
 
Wci'd Pmyp^%^B^\ug
 
Desktop E^ntjl^shNig
 
a QompuiBt
 
^iTorn^t ;
 
Othi":r Resoi?rcas
 
VV r'yy RJ'^  "C
 
0¥ei¥itw:New users ofthe Internetneed to be able
 
to sift through the myllitudes ofgood end bad
 
information available. This aclivity helps students to
 
become critical viewem of Internet sites that will help
 
them select more reliable information,
 
Prooeiliiresr
 
\, .1 bivc sladonts braioslorn^ on tlio board or
 
other v'isiial device the dtiTercBOos between
 
Ihe rehabihtv otdiifornkation foymiin
 
eocvctopedias md iolbnimlion found on
 
the hWernoL Adervvarils,be surc to pomi
 
out lhat anyone catr croaie a vs'eb page and
 
thar the Internet is a great sonree of
 
information but is not alwaj's reliable,
 
2. 	Vrcw a variety ofweb sites as a class that
 
display eonieni and aesthetics thaiare gocal
 
and sites dialshow rbeso elements in more
 
ineffeciive ways Twoexamples can
 
include lh,s^ple RoiJiiir.s(personal page)or
 
Washinith>eposi(professional source),
 
3, Break studentsinio pairs or small groups,
 
bach pair or group wall view 5to 10 sites
 
(have a picpamd list lo keep control of
 
sites viewed). Students hike notes while
 
viewing each site about the reliability of
 
rhc contentand the aestlielic value ofthe
 
page overall,
 
4, blexl> each group or pair wdll develop a
 
rubric based on the notes they look alx>ut
 
Ihe web sites To do thi,s, they will need tO:
 
first agree upon ike column headings and
 
row oategones(see.vmipie rubric).
 
5.-	 binalh'.students create <iciiu!s according to
 
each column and row that is agreed npou
 
:Ca' ,s ^c/-:'C c -/
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by cheir group for a local of5columns aiul
 
4 rows witb 16 detailed cells bos'oiid the
 
headingsand categories ysirig lablcs in
 
word processing soiiware. Eacii group
 
shares their rubric with the rest oftbe class
 
by displaying their best web site example
 
wkluheir worst web site exampie
 
according to their rubric.
 
6. An optunial extension ofibJs acrwity is to
 
paiiicipale intlic On Tkn( !:d^n
 
Webquesc w-heic shuleucsrio a similar
 
activii)' ilirongli an mleruciivc Internet
 
aciivmy which older sliidents find to be a
 
fun adventure
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:-isxic; Computer
 
0¥er«?iew: Th:s actr^ity brings students to the
tntetfioc I
 
realisation the!cars a cool byI costiy. Equally 
p;:roiicPittem^ts imporlant thai studonts learn the value of ^ \ V ,> :e ■0''' ^ 
Coec^pt ^ diukier^ spreadsheets as a tool for realistic tasks,
 .'v"' ^ 
C)I 	er oti;Xf
 r,	 r ' V ' 'SoA,Prooodyres
 
wrc 
.1, 	 Ila¥v a class conversaUon about studonts' 
dream cars: what it looks like,the year, 
make,model,color,etc. l.et students 
xc 
dream! Bxplair^ thatstudertts will be 
plaimiog forthatspecial car by calculating 
costs needed lo buy and supporttheir new 
',e/e< ' yehielc.
 
2. Open up a uesv spreadsheetdocument
 
r>oViu Cu) rvk") (having a visual device is best),and us,
 
u'\^h:r'L';i-i'	 kitrodiice siudents lo the basics: rows, ; f',S 
cells,eoluiniis, maneuvering aroiind, ,;r7- ­
adding numbers in a row or column using a 
formula or antosum. 
3. 	IJsir^g notebook paper,have pairs 
brainstorm every cost necessary to 
purchase and maintain a car. Share lists Os 
aherwards as a class and Iraiiscdbe new 
ideas r>n board or other sisuaL Label each 
iteu]as e^-^enlial oi nonessentla! 
so 
4	 Planning on paper is imponant lor classes
 
new atspreadsheet design. hUKienis
 
individually draw from the list o1 itemson
 
ihe boatil anilfor from their notes for fneir
 
car costs including an> extras heor she
 
desires by uaiwlcrrlng items unto a
 
spreadsheet. Students need to consider
 
whal arc appropriate ciihunn and row
 
lEfeols.
 
Next,^^tudents calculate total cost lor
 
89 
purchasiag their car.They wii!alsohave
 
totals forexpens&s for an entire montli;
 
insurmce,gas,etc.Prices for all itemscan
 
befound tfom the Jnteraet or tfom
 
newspapers mid magazines.
 
6. Once nuattdjen? have been calculated,
 
students areto creatively style and format
 
their work for printing {i.e. text colors,
 
fonts,boarders,outlines,graphics,etc.).
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Oxmrvmw:This Dctivity requires students to lake e
 
little bit oftmceach day over several weeks At the
 
end.data is collected m spreadsheets,charts, and
 
^r^cludes experling to v^^ord processing soiware< A
 
vBoety ofskills ere comdified.
 
i^rocedtires:
 
1. iiUioUuco the ooBCOp!ol slocks,ticker
 
tx^pes,slimcs.iiock prices,market
 
lluctuatmris. etc. Vhn the inullitiides of
 
web silc.^ available os a class for more
 
imoimauoo(see vximyplc)
 
2. ivach mdividoal siudciu wilt iiecidc on 3 to
 
5 <iilTorent Ivpesofstocks to make sure
 
tlicv divcrsiiVthoir imesimmts.They hod
 
the pneo ofoneshare lot each stock and
 
record the piiee,dale,and monili on a
 
spieadshcet
 
3. liacli day for the mxlinoiuh.sindonls visit
 
the ueb site to collect altare and pnco
 
(AumiKC^ m each oftheir stocks w tiilo
 
keeping a reeoid ofeach on their
 
spreadsheet, Hltklems also need lo read ain
 
iclcvani Ioibrinatirm regarding their stt>cks
 
and recordnotcs onto a word processed
 
dociiinem,
 
4. 	Siiklenta ncod to problorn-solvc Itovv to set
 
up their spreadsht^^ts to display iheir
 
mformation(see cxianir^o).
 
5. 	Al the end offom^ weeks according to data
 
collecieri students will calenlale monthly
 
changes in stock prices, total stock prices,
 
%earneri overall for each stocik.and anv
 
other eaieiilatioos decided upon accooling
 
to dnia eollecled.
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Si Students crctUc cliarts using iht> chmitool 
idr each stock based on their spreadsheet ^ i-' 
daCiL 1hesceharts will then be exported lo ^ ^ ^ 
wwd processing sollwarc where siiidcnis ' 
will sumrnari/e their stock cfranges from 
lite last month and add anv notes they ^ . ... 
eixilcctcd as we.IL . 
:.s er:; S' ^ 
7. This entire actHhty cari be hound nicely 
into a portfolio ilh all ^ >vDrk completed 
over the four week peiioci 
!
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Bingo:Have sindents brainstorm on the board all the
 
eompufer-rttlalod tonnsthoy liavo learned in from the
 
class. Write each individual term on a3x5 card until
 
there are 25terms total Havestudents draw a bingo
 
card on notebook paper with four lines evenly spaced
 
veitically and four lines evenly spaced horizontally
 
creating 25squares.Choose a card aI random and
 
say only the definition to students.Studentsare to
 
write the definition on their paper m an empty box.
 
Continue to read definitions wtiile Keeping cards
 
already defined set aside untilsomeone says"bingoE
 
Have student read thmigh their answers as cards are
 
reviewed to see if that sludeni is correct.
 
Wordeearch:Students individualiy brainstorm 20
 
comcuter-related tan^s learned in class.Then they
 
draw a 15x16table in a new word processing
 
document They first type in their termsforwards,
 
backwards,and/or diagonally. Next,they fill in the
 
empty cells with random letters. Letters should be
 
capital only and centered.Once the letters have been
 
enlemd,they highlight their table ar^d. using the
 
boarder icon on the tool bar,they erase the lines.
 
SiuidBnis then list their terms to befound on thesame
 
page and use publishing tools to make their vrork
 
fancy Encourage students by having the best
 
worosearcb copied for the whole class to complete,
 
l^iiiionalre: Here is a game based on a famous
 
teleV son show to help build vocabulary. It is a Pov/er
 
Point presentation that will take time to set up for use
 
wkh your classroom but will be a whole lot offun.
 
Click onto this llnkfor a legal dovmloadable copy of
 
the game for the :sennetweb site,
 
News Artioies: Continually look through the
 
newspaperthroughoutthe course of your class to find
 
relevant article related to new technology,mmpuiBr
 
ethics, or anything else that helps support the
 
curnculum.Copy the article onto one side ofa paper
 
vdth proper citations, and then write questions specific
 
3-|
 
: 93.
 
to tne miclB along witn questions that require
 
students to reflect al a higher ie^eL This is veiy
 
effective ac keeping students curfent and weaving
 
iBading into the curnoulym^
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Ftdmk
 
Directioris: Look at3differentcomputer advertisemente and fill outa section
 
below for 1 each.
 
I
 Aiivmthtmmiiin
 
^ \yiui! iS lhi:> mmc brami ol Ihe compmciF
 
2. Wliat type orprocessut'CPl"does this compiiier have?
 
3. How iimci>
 
4. Ilow much memory on the hated drive?
 
0, What is the price? ■
 
6. 	Whai.oiher things does the udveriisement have tfiat helps entice Imyers io purchase this
 
1 piiter?
 
^Ad^ei■listlieiil; 
7. What is the mme brand ofihc computer? 
8. W4at type ofprocessor/Cd^ti does ibis computer Imve? 
9. llovv many iVIIIz/Cff Iz? 
10.1low much memory on the bared drive?
 
I ]. Wfiat ih the price?
 
12. What other things does the adveriiscmeul have that helps entice buyers to purchase this 
compiiter? 
.AlvettlseiiieMt;®. 
13. What the name brand ofthe computer? 
14. ■
 
JS.FowmanyMfMGHz?
 
16. (■ ow inwch memory on the kired drive? 
17. What is the price?
18- yhat other things docs the advertisetaent have tfsat helps entice btivens to putdiasc this 
computer'? 
96 
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Directions; \ou will demonsirate your word processing skills in this autobiography 
assignment by responding the each topic itt the lx)dy ofyour paper and incfuditig all 
icpuiicd elements. Do your very best and show oil how well you can use a computer 
to type! j - ■ 
ReqniredjEleiBeiits: Each ofthe following will be included in your paper, but you
 
may add to these as well to give this paper yourown personality.
 
!

□ 	 Title must be created with WordArt. See example of WordArt from the title 
olithis page. Make your title creative! 
□ 	 Type the body ofyour paper in 12-pomt font only (see mc if your font is too 
small at 12).
Y(|ii must include twi) or tnore graphics with text wrapped around om or 
more. See example of text wrapped around graphic on this page. 
y Lines mu.st be double spaced
□ Number each page using the automatic format for inserting page numbers, 
u Cpncci youi work for proper spelling and grammar. 
I	 ■ ^ 
The Body of Your Paper: Respond to each section inparagraph form, including the 
elements above Each paragraph should be four or more sentences. 1lave fun! 
;■ '>Cv. ! ^ • f"{rodiicl()r\- paragraph thai stales what the paper will be about and 
is creative to make your reader want to read om
 
' ■) 2. Share things about your family, who you Jive with, or other
 
iraeresting family members. 
3, Describe any or all of your Jfieiids and tilings you like about them. 
4, What do you like to do when you arc not in school (keep it appropriate for the 
clas.sroom -please)?

f-avorlte sports or games you like to play or just watch
 
(> Animals or pets you own or just like
 
Eavofile 'TV shows
 
8. 	 Favorite movies 
Favorite musk 
fO. Fay<>rite person (.someone you know, don't know, famou.s. or from the past).
1L Describe what you want to do after you graduate fromhigh school. 
, 12. If you can make one really big change in the world, what would it be? 
Explain.
13. Describe something interesting about yourself that many people don't know. 
  
 
Introductory ExamplesSheet
 
Directions:The following are effective and ineffective paragraphsto the
 
Autobiography assignment to be used with students asexamples. The
 
purpose is to show students that introductions are meant to introduce
 
contentslotthe essay and catch the reader's Interest.
 
1. I'm aboutto tell you about myself. Myfamily is pretty crazy. We all
 
have a real good time at holidays. I guess it is because there are six of
 
us: Mom.Dad,Steve,Tom,Bonnie,and myself. We get along pretty
 
well. I like my family.
 
(Thisis an introduction to an essayonlyaboutthe family and notthe
 
autobiography thatdiscusses manyotherthings beyond the family)
 
2. I'm aboutto tell you about myself. I will explain about my family,some
 
interesting things I like to do when I'm notat school,and some other
 
really coot things about me.
 
(This worksasan introduction but doesn'thave the interestelement)
 
. L
 
3. Who is this incredibly interesting person you ask? Whatare her
 
deepest,darkestsecrets? You will soon find out more than you ever
 
wanted to know about me Watch out! You might be very impressed!
 
(This is a good introduction to the autobiographyassignment)
 
i ■ 	 ■■ ■ 
4. I'm going to write a little about my life and things I like to do.
 
I	 '
 
MSlacks interestandis nota complete paragraph)
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Name;
 
Bate:
 
Feried:
 
KEYBOARDCOLOR
 
DIRECTIONS: Color each key oftfie homerow and thespacebar a differentcolor so that you.have nine
 
colore total. Next,color allother keysthesamecolor asthekeysfrom the homerow thatsharethesame
 
fin^rs. Forexample,if yoitcolored the"A"key blue,thencoloreverykey blue tiratato is prised by
 
ttiesamefinger. Theentirekeyboard*will becolored.
 
Backspace
 
o
 
o TAB
 Q w E R T Y U 1 0 p
 1
 
Caps Lock
 D H K ENTER
 
SHIFT
 Z X V N M SHIFT
 
S'ca sH d!«MiSlw»SKfsptwsiited w kcylxMra.
 
SMiyiWyWO
 
 Name:
 
Period:
 
I Current NewsConcerning Computer Ethics
 
I ■ ' 
Directions: Read any articie from a newspaper,magazine,orthe Internet thai has 
something to do with wrong choices made by someone using a computer or other 
technology. Cutoutthe article(or make a copy)and attach it to this paper. Fill out 
each section below in your own words using complete sentencesand details. 
Title ofarticle;
 
Your Opjnion:
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f hh k a pcjSHibIc la>ouf ifiot
 
'^U^Jdcyls crcutciiml 1111 m due
 
Sample RubricTable 1 lo evidence loytKi fmm
 
! Vlew IIig ollicr wch sile/e
 
Poor
 
SIiow.% lillle nr
 
no graphical
 
content. H'm
Crapli,ii\^ Si
 iiorbing to do
 
Awliiisitien
 
with content
 
and shows no
 
- ■ 
'aoimation.
 
1e\f IS used iii
 
web silo by! in
 
: parts il is ' ,
 
i conllising at
 
TtM mil [lines and
 
Ciolors makes liltlc
 
^ seoise.' Coloi'
 
is nsed but not
 
i ' vcr}' 1
 
interesting.
 
'I ilis type of
 
web site
 
makessense
 
and is pretty
i ■ t 
1 easy (a 
manIpnlate bat 
might have a 
few problem 
areas.
 
'ntbrniallon
 
pre.wnlcd
 
shows thai it is
 
Eeliabiliiy of well researched
 
IIIformalion and prcsentod
 
in an
 
oiithoritai-ive
 
nieiineic­
V¥eb site is not
 
interesting.
 
Vlewor
 
ix\\>nie,s tx>recl
 
and docs not
 
want(o
 
continue on.
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SampleiFormai Letter Style
 
Mtioiida Stewart
 
Your name,address,
 
plicfic iminbcr,cu\
 
K3927 Dillon Road
 
Desert I lot springs.CA 922.40
 
(555)555-5555
 
Vlickey Hc)iise
 
Persoi^
 
2335 Disney Street
 you urc
 
Anaheim.CA 55555 >- wriliisg
 
(555)555-5551 to
 
l.)<5n t ibrgct
 
To Mr,House:^
 
Now is.the time for all good men to go to the aid oftheir country. Now is the lime for
 
all good nicri to go lc> the mi oftheir country. Now is the lime lor all good men to go 2.Spaeth
 
t.o tJie aid oftheir.couairy. bcUvcm
 
dmnksof
 
iiiihrmatien
Now is the time for all good men to go to the aid oftheir coontiy. Now is the time for
 
all good men to go to the aid oftheir coimUj. Now is the lime for all good men to g<^
 
to die aid oflheir country. Now is the lime for all good men to go to the aid oftheir
 
eoiiiitry. I
 
Sineerelyr
 
4spacesfetwecn this
 
section only for room
 
to s.iga uame m
 
bctvweii
 
Rhonda S'.ewart
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 Sample Situal
 
Directions to Teachers:This is a sample thatcan be used with your
 
classes and changed or added to according to your class' needs.
 
Copy this page and then cut outeach section for groups to problem
 
solve and then share out their ideas with the rest ofthe class. Each
 
group receives a different situation. This activity is meantas a review
 
and[to spark additional conversation(some ofthese are meantto bea
 
A student goes onto the Internet and finds an essay aboutthe novel
 
titled Outsiders. Can this student use this essay? Why or why not?
 
^ Your teacher goesto a iocal store and buys a computer program and
 
^ loads it on every computer in her computer lab at school. Wasthis
 
right or wrong? Why?
 
A person buysa used computer loaded with software and doesn't have
 
^ the original disks. Is this legal or illegal?
 
Your auntgives you a computer game. You load it on to your
 
computer, but you didn't buy the software yourself. Is this legal or
 
illegal? Why?
 
You buy a computer and it comes with a bunch ofsoftware. You use
 
the software without registering it. is this legal or illegal? Why?
 
A student goeson the Internet and copies and pastes picturesfrom
 
Vy web sites. Is this legal or illegal? Whyor why not?
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I doii't like school,and 
I'm not going back, f 
have bettorthings to do! 
i-_ 
TkeCoiiriieDliutal 
Ha! Ha! No 
school forine!!! 
Whatto 
but plaj 
do 
Q 
•4 
& 
zx 
o 
cn 
Hmn,what 
iwxt? 
«■ 
Graduate! 
School IS the place 
to be! 
M 
Mk,, 
7\ 
  
 
 
_
 
"
 
Initial portfolio value|$)
 
Sell now 0 0 0 0,00
 
Company 1 Company2 Company3 Total portfolio value{$)
 
Share price No.ofshares Share price No.ofshares Share price No. ofshares
 
Monday 0 0 0 0 0 0 0.00
 
Tuesday 0 0 0 0 0 0 0.00
 
Wednesday 0 0 0 0 0 0 0.00
 
Thursday 0 0 0 0 0 0 0.00
 
Friday 0 0 0 0 0 Q 0.00
 
m
 
Monday 0 0 0 0 0 0 0.00
 
Tuesday 0 0 0 0 0 0 0.00
 
Wednesday 0 0 0 0 0 0.00 1^
 
CD
 
o 
Thursday 0 0 0 0 0 0.00
(y\
 
CO
 
Friday 0 0 0 iW: 0 0.00 rt
 
O
Monday 0 0 0 0 0 0 0.00 o 
Tuesday 0 0 0 0 0 0.00 
Wednesday 0 0 G :/v \ ■ u 0 0.00 m 
Thursday 0 0 0 G 0.00 
Friday . 0 0 0 ■ : TT: 0 0.00 CP pi 
Monday 0 0 0 0 0 vf: ■ 0.00 p. 
m
 
Tuesday 0 0 0 Q 0 0 000
 
Wednesday 0 0 0 0 0 0 0.00 0
 ©
 
Thursday Q : . 0 0 ■ ft 0 0.00 ft 
T:;:­Friday 0 0 ; ■ tI' 0 ■ : ■ 0.00 
asure Huni
 
Directions: Your job is to utilize a variety of Internet search tools.
 
You mustsearch theInternet to answer each question below. Answer
 
each question completely,and list the URL where you found your final
 
information.
 
Questions
 
1. 	List each year the Miomi
 
Dolphins football team pi
 
in the NFL Super Bowl:
 
What is the weather forecast
 
for the next three days in San
 
Francisco,California(include
 
toddy)?
 
S. 	What doesthe word "staid"
 
Describe how to getfrom 745
 
N.Sen Autry Trail in Palm
 
Springs,California to43500
 
Monterey Avenue in Palm
 
Californfa:
 
What wasthe most watched
 
movie at the theaters this last
 
i
 
weekend?
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h. What is the stock Ticker
 
symbol for Microsoft?
 
What price did Intel's stocks
 
lost closed at(example:
 
24.328)?
 
8. What were the California . ;
 
Super Lotto winning numbers on
 
January 6,1993?
 
9. Who wrote the novel The
 
10.What high school did Martin
 
Luther King,Jr.graduate
 
m?
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 Permission to Use Microsoft Clip Art
 
From; http://www.microsoft.com/permission/copyrgt/cop-img.htm
 
Clip Art i
 
In some instances, Microsoft cannot specifically grant permission for end users to
 
reproduce,jredistribute or modify clip art located in our products, because certain clip
 
art may be owned by third parties and licensed to Microsoft. Ownership ofthe clip art
 
may be cited in the product.
 
Please refejr to the End User License Agreement(EULA)and other product
 
documentation accompanying the Microsoft product to see if your intended use falls
 
within the terms ofthe agreement. Microsoft will not assist you in making this
 
determination, and special permission to use Microsoft clipart will not be granted to
 
you by the Permissions/Copyright Group.
 
Important note with respectto use of clip art: Certain clip art contained in
 
Microsoft products should not be commercially redistributed nor used for commercial
 
purposes. In addition, there may be other legal concepts you may need to consider
 
when using copyrighted material (including, but not limited to publicity rights,
 
trademark and logo rights). Microsoft will not assist you in making a determination
 
between commercial or non-commercial use, nor can we provide you with legal
 
advice as tb publicity or trademark rights. If you are having difficulty deciding whether
 
your intended use is appropriate, or whether you require written permission, or
 
whether other legal issues should be considered, we strongly encourage you to seek
 
competent legal counsel. If you or your attorney determines you are required by law
 
to obtain copyright permission, you may request permission for reproduction,
 
redistribution, or modification of the clip art through the appropriate owner ofthe
 
subject materials(as may be cited in the Microsoft product). If, on the other hand,
 
you or your attorney determines it is permissible to proceed and include clip artfrom
 
a Microsoft!product, we do ask that you correctly designate our trademark(s)when
 
referring tolour product(s)in the notice or copyright portion of your paper, project, or
 
product.(See http://www.microsoft.com/trademarks/formore information on
 
appropriate use of Microsoft trademarks.)
 
If you are a licensed user of a Microsoft product containing GlipArt Gallery(GAG)
 
Version 3.Ci(or greater), please visit the DesignGalleryLive web site for additional
 
rights under an Addendum to your Microsoft product End User License Agreement
 
(EULA).The additional rights described in the Addendum do not apply to clip art
 
contained in earlier versions ofthe Microsoft products in the following list, nor do the
 
additional rights necessarily apply to the art as shijDped in the Microsoft products that
 
are listed. Rather,the Addendum applies only to the content available for download
 
at DesignGalleryLive. To be eligible forthe additionalrights granted underthe
 
Addendum,you mustpossess oracquire a validlicense for one ofthe following
 
products(or a more current version of one ofthese products):
 
• MICROSOFT OFFIGE 97(or more current)
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• MICROSOFT WORD 95/version 7.0(or more current)
 
• MICROSOFT EXCEL 97/ version 8.0(or more current)
 
• MICROSOFT POWERPOINT 97/ version 8.0(or more current)
 
• MICROSOFT PUBLISHER 97(or more current)(see* below)
 
• MICROSOFT FRONTPAGE98(or more current)(including Image Composer)
 
MICROSOFT HOME PUBLISHING 99(or more current)
 
• MIC|ROSOFT PICTURE IT! 99/version 3.0(or more current)
 
• MIc|rOSOFTPHOTODRAW 2000(or more current)
 
• MICROSOFT WORKS V.4.0(or more current)
 
To locate tHe Addendum (which grants additional rights to clip art and other content
 
located at DesignGalleryLive), please visit: http://dgl.microsoft.com/. Remember,to
 
be eligible for the additional rights, you must possess or acquire a valid license for
 
one ofthe products listed above(or a more current version).(If you are using an
 
older version ofthese Microsoft products,see ** below.)For further information
 
regarding these products or version numbers,or to order a current Microsoft product
 
containing the Microsoft Clip Art Gallery v.3.0 orgreater, please contact our
 
Microsoft Sjales Line at 1-800-426-9400. If you require assistance interpreting your
 
legal rightsjunder your Microsoft EULA,or the Addendum to the EULA, please obtain
 
advice frorri your own attorney.
 
TAdded Nojte regarding MicrosoftPublisher(any version);
 
If your request is with regard to using any version of Microsoft® Publisher and the
 
copyrighted images contained therein, your rights are described In your End User
 
License Agreement(EULA)and in the online Help File.(Search for "Clip Art" or
 
"Legal Restrictions" in the Help File,). For older versions ofthe product,these rights
 
may be described on the product packaging, arid/or contained in other product
 
documentation.
 
**Added Note regarding clip artfrom older versions ofthe Microsoft products
 
listed above:
 
If you are using an older version ofthe products listed above, you are not eligible for
 
the additional rights under the Addendum and the additional content located at:
 
http://dgl.microsoft.com/. If you are unable to upgrade to a more current version of
 
one ofthese Microsoft products at this time, please refer to the following chart to
 
determine your rights for use of clip art contained in thbse products.
 
Ill
 
Using Clip Artfrom Older Version Products
 
Microsoft
 
Product Name
 
and VersionI
 
Is commerca!
 
use okay?
 
Is use for a
 
business logo
 
okay?
 
Microsoft Word 95 or earlier
 
Microsoft Excel 95 or earlier
 
Microsoft Power Point95 or earlier
 
Microsoft Picturelt! V. 1.0
 
Microsoft Publisher95 or earlier
 
Microsoft Image Composer V. 1.0
 
Microsoft FrontPage 97 or earlier
 
Microsoft Greetings - any version
 
For Microsoft Power Point:
 
within presentations only.
 
For Microsoft Publisher:
 
please see EULA.
 
For aii other products,
 
commercial use is prohibited.
 
Microsoft cannot help you determine commercial use. However,
 
commercial use may include but is not limited to:
 
a)distributing content or derivative works on a stand alone basis or as
 
part of any collection, or as part of any product or service for resale
 
where the primary value ofsuch product or service is the content,
 
b)transmitting or distributing the content by any broadcast medium
 
such as television or radio,
 
c) using any ofthe content related to identifiable individuals or entities
 
implying sponsorship or endorsement,
 
d)using the content in electronic format, including on-line use.
 
The clip art has not been cleared or approved for use as trademarks or
 
logos in conjunction with any companies'products or services.
 
Microsoft makes no representation or warranty as to the right of users
 
to utilize the clip art in this manner. If you are considering use ofthe
 
clip art for this purpose, you should consult a competent attorney as
 
use ofsome clip art could infringe trademark or other intellectual
 
property rights of third parties.
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Is
 
non-commercial/
 
internal
 
yes
 
business/
 
personal use
 
okay?
 
http://dgl.microsoft.com/ If you are a licensed user of Microsoft Office
Is there a
 
and the Clip Gallery, you may use the clip art only posted at this web
Microsoft
 
site under the terms ofthe End User License Agreement posted on
product
 
that site.
alternative?
 
Remember,to be eligible for the additional rights, you must possess or
 
acquire a valid license for Clip Gallery 3.0 or greater(this may require
 
an upgrade).
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